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Welcome

Board
Members

”

from the Banksia
Foundation Board

”

‘Leading by example’ a mantra for Banksia in the past
31 years in seeking out and celebrating leadership and
innovation. Leading by example has served as a catalyst
for change. Demonstrating what can be done is a proven
antidote to ignorance or apathy.

However, we know we need to do more than watch
those that lead by example. We need to ‘awaken
and influence’ if we are to realise
a future brimming with the outcomes of the
17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Banksia is proud to recognise some of our leaders
and innovators through the annual Banksia
Sustainability Awards and using the 17 SDGs as a
basis for our Awards. Our finalists and winners are
pushing towards disruption and I am sure you will
read with interest and excitement each finalist’s casestudy of passion, dedication and innovation.
This year we are proud to include for the first
time a case-study on our inaugural Banksia Ignite
SDG Challenge. In partnership with Transurban we
conducted our first Challenge: ‘How to Increase Car
Pooling in Australia’. We received strong entries from
around Australia and overseas.
The Banksia Ignite SDG Challenge is a platform for
business to act on the SDGs. By addressing a issues
that a business has under the SDGs, scoping out
a challenge, and then engaging the public, startups and other businesses to work together towards
a solution. This program provides a well-structured
process for business to use the 17 SDGs to bring
together their staff to understand the value of the
SDGs in the first step, and then work with customers
and the community to work together to solve their
issues. The Banksia Ignite SDG Challenge provides
a platform that will inspire innovation throughout
Australia and beyond.

We understand at Banksia our role in recognising
the achievements of the past through the Banksia
Awards. Now with the Banksia Ignite SDG Challenges
we are awakening and influencing disruptive
innovation in order to achieve the SDG targets that
Australia signed up for in 2016.

Professor
Kate Auty

Grazyna van
Egmond
CEO

Deputy Chair

Treasurer

Susie
Bayes

Richard
Evans

Simon
Mikedis

Andrew
Petersen

Chair

Sawsan
Howard

Rick
Finlay

We would like to thank our sponsors and partners
that have supported us this year and we welcome
new partnerships in both the Banksia Awards and
the Banksia Ignite SDG Challenges. We need to
ensure that Australia demonstrates sustainability
achievement on the local, national and world stage.
Above all, we must continue to awaken and influence
sustainability outcomes well into the future.
On behalf of the Banksia Board, I would like to
extend deep appreciation for your support of the
Banksia Awards, and Banksia Ignite
SDG Challenges.

Grazyna van Egmond
Chief Executive Officer

Banksia Foundation
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Minister’s
Award for the
Environment

The Minister’s Award for the Environment
is proudly sponsored by:
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MINISTER’S AWARD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

City of Gold Coast
External Environmental
Offset Program - Simplifying
Offset Delivery

The reserve supports a variety of coastal vegetation
communities, including mangrove forest and shrubland,
saltmarsh and marine flats, coastal sedgelands,
swamp oak and paperbark open forest and
eucalypt coastal woodland.
In 2012, the City of Gold Coast (the City) partnered with
Energex Queensland to deliver a koala offset under their
State approved environmental offsets policy. The offset
was required to provide a substantial patch of koala
habitat, for impacts associated with a range of minor tree
works on the Gold Coast.

Of the 96,000 plants,
approximately

City of Gold Coast, QLD

56,000

are known koala
habitat trees.

The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park and
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park
a Ramsar listed wetland.
and a Ramsar listed wetland.

The City developed a formalised
contract for the partnership and
commenced an investigation into
suitable restoration sites that would
meet the key objective of improving
connectivity for the koala. The
offset receiving site chosen for this
project was a cleared patch of the
conservation area that was historically
used to run cattle and directly
adjacent to an existing carbon
offset planted the previous year.
The portion of the site used for the
offset had remained predominantly
cleared since being purchased by
the City under its conservation
land acquisition program, with no
existing vegetation found within the
proposed offset site. Once a suitable
offset receiving site was identified,
the City prepared a detailed offset
restoration plan for our partner, which
covered the restoration and ongoing
maintenance of the site.

The restoration plan was prepared
in consultation with Energex
Queensland, to ensure all of their
specifications were covered.
Restoration of the site commenced
in late 2012, and has helped to
consolidate koala habitat within the
Pimpama River Conservation Area,
providing an excellent link for koala
movement across the landscape
as well as reducing long term park
maintenance costs.

Restoration of the
proposed offset
site involved direct
planting of over
96,000 plants across
21.9 hectares.

While there were some challenges
early on in the project (including
unseasonable weather events),
the resulting works have been
deemed a substantial success.
In 2018, officers from the
City’s Vulnerable Species team
inspected the offset planting,
identifying that the five year old
vegetation had strong evidence
of koala foraging, including the
presence of scats throughout the
21.9 hectares. This successful project
acted as a trial for the development
of the City’s Environmental Offset
External Investment Governance
Policy and associated program of
works. It was developed to deliver
mutually beneficial partnerships
with entities with offset obligations
under Commonwealth or
Queensland legislation.
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BANKSIA MINISTER’S AWARD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

eWater Systems
eWater Systems Pty Ltd, VIC

eWater Systems won the 2017 Victorian
Premiers Recognition Award and
Sustainability Victoria’s Award and an
accredited BCorporation is twice recognised
as “Best for the World – Environment.”

eWater avoids the environmental
externalities associated with
synthetic chemical production and
consumption including the discarded
waste water contaminated with toxic
chemicals or plastic packaging at
point of use, plus a host of other
benefits including reducing food
waste and business costs.

Hygiene is a cornerstone of modern society transforming
our lives over the past 100 years. However our improved
health standards have come at a heavy cost to the
environment. Underpinned by synthetic chemical
production and single use plastic consumables,
hygiene is not as clean as it looks.

eWater Systems reimagines modern
hygiene with disruptive sustainable
technology enabling business
to make safe, natural and highly
effective cleaning and sanitising
solutions, on site and on demand.

It does this by moving production
away from carbon heavy factories
and supply chains to an innovative
technology installed on site like
having your own a ‘mini’ factory.

eWater Sustainable Hygiene
Solutions are produced by applying
an electrical charge to a mixture of
ordinary tap water and salt. Known
as electrolysis, this process splits
the brine mixture into positive and
negative ions, creating two highly
effective and remarkably safe
solutions on opposing ends of the
pH scale: alkaline for highly efficient
cleaning and degreasing and acidic
for powerful antimicrobial sanitising.
eWater leaves behind no waste and
does no harm to the environment
or people. It is an elegant circular
economy solution that designs out
waste & keeps clean water in use.

Internationally known for
commercialising electrolysed water
products in commercial settings with
now over 500 installations in Australia
such as the Opera House, Taronga
Zoo, Sydney Convention Centre,
CBA, MCG, Rockpool & Burger
Projects and many other iconic sites,
this sustainable hygiene technology
is transforming how businesses buy,
use and dispose of cleaning and
sanitation products.
Loyal users say it best such as Neil
Perry AM Culinary & Brands Director
of the ROCKPOOL DINING GROUP
“We couldn’t see our business
operating without eWater.”

Electrolysed Water is accepted by
the US FDA and EPA, Japanese
Ministry of Health, NHS UK, WELL
International and HACCP, AQIS,
Australian State Food Authorities and
Organics Australia/USA.

Other benefits include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost savings for up to 95% for 		
chemicals replaced
Replacement of up to 80% of 		
synthetic chemicals per site
Replaced over 83,706,480 		
litres of packaged chemicals 		
to date
Replaced approximately 111 		
million plastic spray bottles
Providing cost saving of over 		
$8m for our customers
Sanitiser proven to extend shelf
life of fresh produce
Biodegradable and grey water 		
recycling safe
Reusable consumables
No negative impact on human 		
health or skin
Fragrance free, colourant free, 		
synthetic chemical free Good 		
for business, good for people 		
and good for the environment.
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Plastic
Free July
Plastic Free Foundation Ltd, WA

w
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According to the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), plastic pollution is one of the
greatest environmental challenges of our times. Since this
material was invented 100 years ago, only 9% has ever
been recycled and now plastic waste has entered our
environment and even our bodies.

Plastic Free July
(www.plasticfreejuly.org) started
from humble beginnings that
saw 40 participants in Western
Australia grow exponentially
to a global movement in 2019,
with an estimated 230 million
people taking the challenge and
choosing to refuse at least one
single-use plastic.

The challenge is run by the
independent not-for-profit
Plastic Free Foundation which has
a vision of a world without plastic
waste and a mission to build a
global movement that dramatically
reduces plastic use and improves
recycling. In short, Plastic Free July
provides practical solutions to the
plastic pollution problem by helping
participants reduce plastic waste.
Developed in Australia but
implemented worldwide the initiative
has become a global call to action
on the plastic pollution issue. Part of
this involves empowering behaviour
change and helping people habitually
“choose to refuse” plastic shopping
bags, straws, takeaway containers,
packaging and coffee cups –
to name a few.

The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park and
a Ramsar listed wetland.

Plastic Free July provides a positive
and practical way to engage
people in the critical, but difficult to
communicate, ‘reduce’ element of
the ‘reduce, reuse, recycle message’.
And on top of that, our research
shows that people find it easier to do
things with others offering ideas and
also support, and so Plastic Free July
provides the opportunity

to engage in change that is ‘bigger
than ourselves’.
The initiative offers ideas and
solutions to reduce single-use
plastics, through open source tools
and resources that support people
to take the challenge in their own
lives and beyond into businesses,
organisations and the wider community.

Furthermore, as a result of the
campaign’s focus to reduce
the amount of plastic waste
and increase recycling, the
Plastic Free July Foundation
contributes to at least three
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals:

During the campaign month of July,
participants share their stories and in
doing so, inspire others and scale
the impact.
Over nine years of lessons learnt,
solid user research, use of behavioural
insights and evaluation the initiative
has resulted in large scale behaviour
change with measured impact.
Increasingly, organisations participate
in the challenge to implement their
UN SDG’s, especially within Eastern
Asia where material consumption of
natural resources is increasing and
waste management infrastructure
is limited.
A fitting tribute to the impact of
the challenge can be found in the
following Twitter post:
“Thank you Plastic Free July for
giving our lives more meaning.
For a month we belonged to a
community, bound by purpose to
reduce plastic, focused on change
and telling powerful stories.
We can do better every month.”
Dr Jenny Gray, CEO Zoos Victoria,
President of the World Association
of Zoos and Aquariums.
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Substation 33

In 2018/9
Substation33’s
13 staff supported,
mentored, and
trained more than

Substation33, QLD

600

volunteers
to perform

80,000

hours of activity in our
facility. In that same
period of time

200

tonnes of eWaste has
been collected, recycled
and diverted from landfill.

We now offer people from a broad
range of personal situations and
challenges the ability to grow and
learn in a supportive and nonjudgemental workplace.
From this relatively simple platform
we have grown to incorporate an
innovation, prototyping and
co-working space with a core
purpose of commercializing products
repurposed from eWaste and
recycled Lithium-ion batteries.
Our unique environment attracts
highly skilled altruistic personalities
in the form of volunteers, retirees,
business professionals and
academics. They pass on their
decades of accumulated knowledge
to the emerging generations and
help Substation33 and its partners
grow to the next level.

Established in 2013, Substation33 started its journey as an
eWaste recycling facility. We successfully combined that
alongside a social enterprise initiative with a charter to
improve social disadvantage by providing skills training
and experience to foster positive vocational outcomes
for at-risk youths and the long-term unemployed.

Substation33 are masters in
partnerships. As with our model of
finding innovative ways to reuse
eWaste, we do the same with how we
connect and partner with corporates,
governments, education providers
and community organisations. We
curate connections and are dedicated
to sharing our ideas, projects and
passion not only for the environment,
but also for the community. We also
use those connections to link people
back into employment.
In the past 12 months our ‘Transition
to Employment’ program has assisted
100 individuals to get back into
sustainable employment, with others
going into training programs to make
career changes or pursue a passion.

Substation33 has a unique way of
breathing life and purpose back into
the people who come through our
doors and we send them back out
more aware of what it means to live
in a sustainable manner personally
and environmentally. We take
community seriously and cultivate a
culture of respect, acceptance and
creativity that thrives on our factory
floor and when we host and facilitate
robust conversations at community
workshops, hackathons/makerthons,
think tanks and guest speaker events.
We have an important partnership
with Logan City Council for whom we
build and remotely monitor
(in real time) ‘Flooded Road’ signs
to prevent drivers from dangerous
flooded crossings.

There are currently 119 signs around
the city with more being installed
weekly. We are proud to be viewed
as leaders in Logan City.
From a humble and simple idea
that formed in Tony Sharp’s brain
seven years ago that involved four
people pulling apart eWaste at
a small table, a truly remarkable,
meaningful and sustainable
organisation has emerged.

Substation33 has
momentum and an
impact that reaches
from Logan into
the world.
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Gilles Hall,
Monash University
Monash University Buildings and
Property Division, VIC

The building, which opened to
residents in February includes 150
self-contained studio apartments,
with communal kitchens and breakout
spaces on each level. There is also a
common room along with a games
room for use by all of the Peninsula
residential community. Expected to
be over three times more efficient
than existing residential halls, the
project is the first large scale building
in the country to achieve Passive
House certification.

The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
Monash University has opened a new 150-bed residential
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
accommodation complex on its Peninsula Campus,
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park and
constructing its most energy efficient building
a Ramsar listed wetland.
in the process. Gillies Hall provides students with
a range of modern, high quality and sustainable
living spaces over six levels.

Combined with a
cross-laminated
timber (CLT)
structure, the
building sets a new
benchmark for
sustainable design
and construction.

Through its ambitious design and
drawing from elements of the
University’s Net Zero initiative,
including rooftop solar panels and
all-electric building services, the
complex is 100% renewable powered
through Monash’s power purchase
agreement (PPA) with Murra Warra
wind farm. Designed by Jackson
Clements Burrows, and working
closely with engineers AECOM and
contractor Multiplex, the use of
CLT is expected to have halved the
carbon emissions associated with
construction relative to a concrete
structure and will remain as a carbon
store for the life of the building.
The building also incorporates a
rainwater harvesting tank and water
sensitive urban design, including
the creation of a landscaped drycreek bed that provides additional
opportunities for recreation, manages
stormwater flows during high
rain events and connects into the
natural waterways of the Campus.

The free Inter-campus shuttle bus
is only a short walk away, providing
convenient travel to classes at
Clayton. Shopping options and beach
trips are convenient too, with a free
shuttle service to Frankston railway
station. Gillies Hall is part of Monash’s
commitment to expand Peninsula
as a major hub of allied health and
primary care education over the
next five years.
Monash’s expansion allows for a
more significant contribution to
and engagement with the local
community and employers in
delivering substantial economic,
social and cultural benefits to the
region. The hall is named in honour
of Monash alumnus - political satirist,
actor and director Dr Max Gillies AM.
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The Master of Environment And
Sustainability - Innovating A New
Approach To Interdisciplinary
Education And Collaboration

Students rank
the course as
‘outstanding’.

Monash University Buildings and Property Division
in partnership with Faculty of Science, Faculty of Arts,
Monash Sustainable Development Institute,
Monash Business School, VIC

The X-Factor is our
unique focus on
all 17 Sustainable
Development Goals,
taught in ways that
are experiential,
transformative,
and grounded in realworld experience.
Created in 2017, MES is the
university’s first truly cross-faculty
course and was co-developed
by Science and Arts, Monash
Business School and Monash
Sustainable Development Institute
in collaboration with corporate,
government and NGOs.

Global challenges like climate change
and widening inequality demand
solutions that are collaborative
and innovative. They demand
passionate leaders who can inspire
change and work across disciplines,
cultures and industries.

Monash University’s Master of
Environment and Sustainability
(MES) transcends the traditional
‘blinkered’ approach and provides
the blueprint to meet these
contemporary environment,
social and economic needs.

The principle of creating partnerships
in business, within society and
with nature - is at the heart of
everything we do. By integrating it
into a carefully designed curriculum,
including Australia’s first Leadership
for Sustainable Development
specialisation, we ensure our
students graduate with the
curiosity, ambition and critical
inquiry required to provide the bold,
sophisticated leadership that the
2030 Agenda demands.

By embracing perspectives and
expertise from across the university
and external partners in a way that
sets Monash University apart,
we can uniquely:
•

Integrate knowledge from various
disciplines and industry experts
into our curriculum design and 		
delivery structure.

•

Ensure learning is relevant, 		
giving students the opportunities
to develop competencies for
addressing the SDGs e.g. systems
thinking, problem solving,
sociaL responsibility,
partnerships and innovation.

Through this approach, we integrate
diverse disciplinary and industry
perspectives into the curriculum,
teach collaboratively, promote
innovation through exchange and,
by doing these, forge a new model
for teaching and learning focused on
creating real-world impact.
Our curriculum is ‘transformative’ Student experience a combination
of hands-on application, peer-topeer learning, collaborative problemsolving and real-world projects.
Fundamental changes in students’
core competencies, perspectives,
and career aspirations are evident.

“(This result) is a clear demonstration
of the effort, creativity and skills
applied to ensure our students are
immersed in a transformative learning
experience.” Deputy Vice Chancellor (Education),
Professor Sue Elliott AM.
Our graduates are bold, proactive
change agents. With 50+ graduates
working at local, national and
international scales to implement the
SDGs in 22 countries, our graduates
impact business, government
agencies, intergovernmental panels,
NGOs, research, consulting, B-Corps
and start-ups. Applied learning linked
to real-world industry problems The course is grounded in authentic,
professional practice which engages
our students in real-world problems,
and equips them with the skills to
address these. All 17 SDGs are
carefully embedded throughout the
degree in recognition that universities
play an important role in connecting
students to the 2030 Agenda.
MES pedagogy promotes
transformative learning for
sustainable development (SDG 4)
to help us deliver a high-quality,
industry-aligned course (SDG
17). As an early innovator for
cross-faculty and interdisciplinary
learning, our curriculum is now
used as the blueprint for courses
throughout Monash. It will continue
to be a model for the sector as
higher education moves to embed
sustainability principles in all courses.
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Climate Reality Diversity In The Asia Pacific,
From Brisbane
University of Melbourne in partnership with
Climate Reality - Australia and the Pacific, VIC

Our leaders have gone on to start climate organisations,
run for office and speak out. The social science and field
evidence are equally clear: when people learn what climate
change means for their lives and the people they love,
they want to know how we can stop it.
We're here to show them how.

A decade of knowledge translation and communications
has shown us that trusted messengers make the
difference. Why? Because people are more likely to trust
the message when they trust the messenger.
At Climate Reality, we work to
identify individuals that our target
audiences trust and train them to take
our message of climate hope and
solutions into their local communities
and workplaces. We have already
directly reached 1 in 40 Australians,

including many in organisations
with diverse networks of their
own. We have trained over 1,600
individuals from the region spreading
climate change hope and solutions
everywhere from street corners and
regional farms to Canberra.

Founded by former US Vice President
Al Gore, Climate Reality's mission is
to catalyse a global solution to the
climate crisis at all levels of society.
Born from An Inconvenient Sequel,
over 42 flagship 3-day trainings
have been now been organised
around the world, where over 20,000
individuals have been trained.
In Australia, we recently hosted
our fifth training this past June in
Brisbane. Working alongside the
Queensland Government, we also
co-hosted the first-ever state-led
Climate Week which saw over 10,000
direct engagements. Members of the
general public were able to attend
everything from industry forums to
comedy nights.
During the training itself, over 860
people participated in this training
with world-leading experts across five
thematic areas: Inspiring Ambitious

Action Growing Clean Economies
First Nations and Diversity Marine
Environment Health and Resilience
One of our core pillars revolved
around manifesting what climate
justice could look like, when diversity
is both a program and a lens.
Of the 43 speakers that appeared on
our stage, people identified as:
54% female 42% non-Anglo
backgrounds 30% first nations.
There’s always as much wisdom in
a room, as on stage, 51% of the
speakers had previously attended or
were attending the training in full.
Beyond the stage, we also focused on
how diversity could be represented
in the room. We received over 2,300
applications for 860 places. In raising
substantial funds for scholarships,

we were able to ensure that there
was funding for representation and
inclusion.
TCRP’s story started with a film and
a training in a barn, but these days it
doesn’t end there. The training is a
launch pad into an individuals journey
as a CRL.
We know what is possible, having
seen people go on to start
organisations like1 Million Women
or the Good Beer Co; transform
industries like what Intrepid Travel
have done or run for office like
Minister Steven Miles. In knowing
this, we are confident that these
individuals have been equipped with
theknowledge, skills and networks
they need to make a difference.
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ConnXtions
Job Readiness
CIT Yurauna in partnership with
Northside Community Services, ACT

The ConnXtions program does not work
to remedy “deficits”, but to remove or
reduce systemic and structural challenges
to utilising those strengths for success in
study, learning and parenting.

The issues and challenges faced by
Indigenous people, including families
and children, are complex, varied
and long-term.
Despite goals in a number of areas
in the Closing the Gap targets,
the statistics point to significant
entrenched issues for Indigenous
people throughout their lives.
For the past three years,
the Job Readiness Program has been
supporting Indigenous people to
gain a qualification and employment.
The Program has grown and
developed significantly since its initial
phase, and now stands as one of the
most successful partnerships in the
ACT to support positive outcomes in
employment and social inclusion.

In partnership with Northside
Community Service we are
committed to a model of working
with Indigenous people that builds
on our strengths and community
connections to further their own
education by removing barriers to study.
The partnership has solidified and
extended that commitment to
ensuring positive outcomes through
programs that are developed and
implemented with and alongside
Indigenous people.
The underpinning foundation of this
collaboration to support Indigenous
people is the acknowledgement
of existing strengths and resilience
among the students, children and
families we work with.
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Manyangurr ngulumbara
Dhelkunya Djandak Murrup
Returning Good Health to
Country and Spirit
Dhelkunya Dja Land Management Board
in partnership with Commonwealth Scientific &
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) Dja Dja
Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation Dja Dja
Wurrung Enterprises Conservation Management, VIC
The partnership has successfully
delivered an integrated, landscapewide Joint Management Plan for
six Victorian parks that were handed
back to the Dja Dja Wurrung
(Djaara) Traditional Owners for joint
management in 2013 through
a landmark Recognition and
Settlement Agreement.
The Joint Management Plan
translates Djaara aspirations to
restore ‘Upside-down Country’,
re-introduce Wi (cultural fire),
native animal species and traditional
bush tucker and medicine plants, and
to protect cultural values using an
innovative planning overlay.
While the Plan is nominally for six
public Parks, its scope extends
beyond reserve boundaries to include
the communities, environments and
cultures of surrounding landscapes.

Manyangurr ngulumbara Dhelkunya
Djandak Murrup Returning good
health to Country and Spirit Against
a backdrop of gold rush history,
farming and dense settlement, how
can Traditional Owners carry out their
customary responsibilities to care
for their ancestral Country, a crucial
part of healing both spirit and land?
This work – arising from a formidable
partnership led by the Dhelkunya Dja

Land Management Board (DDLMB)
with CSIRO, Dja Dja Wurrung Clans
Aboriginal Corporation (DDWCAC),
Dja Dja Wurrung Enterprises (DDWE)
and Conservation Management pioneers a unique planning model
that puts Traditional Owner cultural
authority and knowledge front
and centre in the management of
Aboriginal-title parks on Dja Dja
Wurrung Country in central Victoria.

This initiative demonstrates how
established government institutions
can be genuine partners in change,
through the equitable sharing
of power and knowledge across
different knowledge systems.
The success of this work depended
on empowering Djaara voices in
collective decisions, best practice
collaboration, strong community
engagement, scientific excellence
and weaving ancient wisdom into
healing Country and people.

In a region with strong goldfields
as well as Aboriginal heritage,
on top of a range of conservation
and recreational values, this work
depended on an inclusive approach
to talking, listening and responding
to the diversity of people and
organisations living around and
using the Parks.

This Plan has to be
applauded for its
inclusiveness and
compassion, given that
non-Aboriginal heritage
is only 250 years old. –
Member of the public
For Djaara, Parks
Victoria’s motto ‘Healthy
Parks, Healthy People’
resonates clearly.

The health of Djandak (Country)
is core to the being of Djaara.
With Djaara cultural authority at the
centre of this initiative, the focus is on
Manyangurr ngulumbara Dhelkunya
Djandak Murrup - returning good
health to Country and Spirit bringing Djaara knowledge and

aspirations into management, and
putting Djaara back in hands-on roles
On Country, delivering culturallyimportant practical initiatives.
The Plan creates new economic
opportunities for Djaara People in
park management, cultural heritage
assessments, tourism and cultural
education. It also includes ground
breaking initiatives such as the return
of culturally significant food, medicine
and fibre plants and considers the
reintroduction of the Gal Gal (dingo)
to the Parks, recognising its cultural
importance as well as its ecological
role as an apex predator.
The initiative promotes the delivery
of Wi (cultural burning of Country)
for sustainable forest management,
as well as to protect people’s
property and lives. This initiative
delivers a template for integrating
contemporary western science
into approaches led by ancient
wisdom and could be used widely
as a model for Traditional Owner-led
joint management planning
to empower First Nations Australians
in the management of contemporary
landscapes, including in heavilypopulated, contested landscapes
like this one.
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“Littlewell” Mingenew
Aboriginal Reserve Group
“Littlewell” Mingenew Aboriginal Reserve Group
in partnership with Thomas Cameron. Indigenous
Community Volunteer, Lotterywest, Woolworth and
Mingenew Shire, WA

We had many consultations and
meeting with Mingenew Shire council
members, Indigenous Community
Volunteer staff and our Group, mainly
living in Geradlton.
My travel from Port Hedland,
Meekatharra, Burringurrah Aboriginal
Community in the Gascoyne and
Carnarvon for these meeting and
a never give up attitude.

The
Thomas
Pimpama
Cameron
River
was
Conservation
elected "Littlewell"
Area is located
Mingenew
on
Aboriginal
spoke person
drive
our
the
southernReserve
bank ofGroup
the Pimpama
Riverto
and
borders
dreams
aspirations
by directions
from
our
elders,
theand
Southern
Moreton
Bay Marine
Park
and
young people
and families
from "Littlewell"
a Ramsar
listed wetland.

Having making our commitment
demonstrate what a Sustainable Success
Stories by persuading our dreams that has
illustrated a very huge impact of uniqueness
and groundbreaking positive change for
culture, history, recognition Language,
Heritage, Identity, and Place of belonging
were we Aboriginal and Non Aboriginal
people will continue to enjoy and gain
knowledge and understand each other.

On the 15th of March 2019 since
we started to follow our dreams and
inspiration, "Littlewell" Mingenew
Aboriginal Reserve Group held an
official opening day on our land
and on our Aboriginal Reserve.
Attendee cam from Mingenew Shire,
National MLA Dongara, Indigenous
Community Volunteers, Local farmers,
"Littlewell" group and their families.
Both Aboriginal people and non
Aboriginal people came together and
celebrated our official opening day.
Out of respect we ask one of our
83 yr old elder to cut the ribbon onto
out Heritage Pathway and erected
nine signage (By Mingenew Shire)
explaining history of "Littlewell"
Mingenew Aboriginal Reserve.
Lotterywest provided funds for
Mingenew Shire to complete on
"Littlewell" our heritage trial and
nine (9) signage under our directions.
Woolworth provided funding support
for our opening day.
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Australian Nursing and
Midwifery Federation
Victorian Branch
Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation
Victorian Branch, VIC

A dedicated environment portfolio
was established, an environmental
health officer employed, and with
member input, a suite of initiatives
developed. In spite of healthcare’s
significant carbon footprint and
direct health impacts, climate change
receives little or no inclusion in
most nurse/midwife training.
This constrains clinician preparedness
for adaptation, mitigation or related
patient education. Even so,
across the nation pockets of
concerned nurses and midwives
attempt to find information and
implement projects. They need
connection, encouragement and
consistent guidelines.

ANMF (Vic Branch) has developed forums where nurses
and midwives can connect as well as acquire education,
inspiration and resources needed to participate in
sustainable development, practice and advocacy.
An annual Health and Environmental
Sustainability Conference was
created for information, validation
and networking. Over 700 registrants
attended in 2019. Showcasing
member projects is a valued
highlight.

It’s another busy day at work with
vulnerable people depending on
skilled and brisk response. It seems
there are not enough hours in the day
to deliver compassionate complex
care. Yet every day, nurses and
midwives do more – they give up their
own time to look for ways to reduce
the waste they see around them.

After all, we have recycling bins at
home – why not at work? And with
24/7 energy bills and loads of roofspace, where’s the solar? This shouldn’t
be so hard. The Australian Nursing and
Midwifery Federation (ANMF) Victorian
Branch (Vic Branch) was approached by
members to assist.

Clinicians present on the same stage
as government and NGO’s in a united
front. Between conferences a Green
Nurses and Midwives Facebook page
provides shift workers a 24/7 place to
e-meet, keep up to date with issues
and share experience and ideas.
Clinicians present on the same
stage as government and NGO’s
in a united front.
Between conferences a Green
Nurses and Midwives Facebook page
provides shift workers a 24/7 place to
e-meet, keep up to date with issues
and share experience and ideas.

Connections have transformed into
local green groups. Mobilising and
supporting nurses and midwives is a
natural strategic multiplier.
The largest number of employees
within healthcare they are value
driven, trusted by the community
and employed in every sector. Theirs
is the potential to influence not only
individuals, but communities and
systems. Nursing for the Environment
professional development education
commenced in 2017.
Participants learn how sustainability
and climate mitigation fits their
role and professional codes and
standards. Mentoring is incorporated
into the modules and various
government and healthcare
professionals contribute.

Healthcare was not included in the
Victorian Waste Education Strategy.
ANMF (Vic Branch) identified this as
an area needing reform. Successful
advocacy and government lobbying
resulted in a new Victoria Waste
Education Officer.
ANMF (Vic Branch) sits on the
overseeing body. As a direct
result, eight government endorsed
interventions are being rolled across
public hospitals through 2018-20.
These aim to reduce environmental
impact and cost from healthcare
waste. These activities represent
investment in our members and
support of climate action in our field.

Education is the
medium and health
and wellbeing are
our motivation.
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CRC For Low
Carbon Living

The Cooperative Research Centre
for Low Carbon Living (CRCLCL)
is a national hub for research and
innovation. It is the Australian built
environment sector’s largest single
initiative aimed at exploring lowcarbon innovations that will support
and enhance the sector’s efforts to
remain globally competitive.

CRC for Low Carbon Living, NSW

To progress Australia further down the path towards a sustainable,
low carbon built environment, it aims to deliver:

•

•

A more efficient, productive and
lower-carbon built environment 		
sector as a whole.
Engaged communities that are 		
increasingly adopting low-carbon
lifestyles.

•
•
•

An evidence base for better 		
government policy.
Once-in-a-generation national 		
capability development.
Tools, technologies and 		
techniques that will ensure the
sector remains globally competitive
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FISH - Foundation
For Indigenous
Sustainable Health
Bawoorrooga has been restored as
a place of cultural leadership – wellknown for traditional healing, art,
and knowledge of homeland. Every
project step is an education and
training opportunity. Literacy and
numeracy is interwoven with practical
and vocational skills.

FISH - Foundation for Indigenous Sustainable Health
in partnership with Bawoorrooga Community, WA

FISH is working with the remote
Aboriginal community of
Bawoorrooga in the Kimberley, WA,
to create a national prototype for
sustainable Indigenous housing,
education, training, and enterprise.
FISH and Bawoorrooga have nearly
completed constructing the first
SuperAdobe (earthbag) home in
the Kimberley, with the community
members' involvement from codesign to completion.
The program incorporates a newlyplanted food forest orchard of
400 plants, of 30 species.

This project
demonstrates that a
broken community
can stand up and build
their own future.
There is an urgent need for a model of Indigenous housing
that directly engages community, is sustainable, affordable,
and easily-replicated. Foundation for Indigenous
Sustainable Health (FISH) is a registered charity that
provides a hand-up to Aboriginal people in trauma,
poverty and engaged in the justice system.

The community is constructing
their home and orchard from the
red earth of Gooniyandi homeland.
The community members’ hard work
– young and old – is a lasting
and sustainable example of
Aboriginal empowerment.

The catalyst was a devastating 2017
fire which destroyed the home
and possessions of Bawoorrooga
community leaders, Claude Carter
and Andrea Pindan, leaving their
entire family, to this day, residing
in a tin shed. Together with FISH,
the community resolved to build an
innovative earth home and create
opportunities and inspiration for their
younger generation.
The Bawoorrooga community were
traumatised, not only from the fire,
but from the impact of generational
trauma; pervasive throughout
Indigenous Australia. FISH staff
Kristian Rodd and Jara RomeroEscolar lived full-time at Bawoorrooga
to understand the community
needs, and to build community trust
and engagement. Supported and
encouraged by Kristian and Jara’s
unwavering passion, the community
embraced this opportunity to rebuild,
despite daunting challenges.
We have seen Bawoorrooga
transition from trauma to pride, and
from dependence to independence.
By enabling the community to plan
and take control of the re-build
process, they have discovered their
capabilities and have realised that
they can shape their futures. The
project builds a local leadership base
which is permanent, Indigenous,
and culturally-connected to the land.

“
The community leaders
have proudly given the
following feedback:
We’d like to thank everyone
for helping us heal. All that is
behind us now – we’re moving
forward. We hope this sort of
project can happen in other
communities that are battling
like us… We’ve always got a big
smile now. Before, it was really a
downfall. Now, we feel our ‘lien’
(spirit) is going up and up as we
build these walls. We feel ‘wideo’
(happy) – like your soul is really
strong… It’s really happening
now – things are growing.

”
Our earth-house embodies ecological
sustainability. Its walls, floors and
foundations are built from earth and
stone – local and non-polluting.
The house is thermally-efficient,
low-maintenance, comfortable and
durable.The Bawoorrooga project
is an inspiring example of what
communities can achieve when they
take charge of their own futures.
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Building Better:
Driving Sustainability
In Infrastructure
ISCA - Infrastructure Sustainability
Council of Australia, NSW

Infrastructure is big. Commonwealth and state governments have
committed to spending over $150bn on infrastructure over the next four
years, and construction as a whole accounts for over 9% of the country’s
workforce. Transport networks and utilities shape our social and economic
“ecosystems”, and their surrounding natural and urban landscapes.

The Infrastructure Sustainability
Council of Australia (ISCA) is a
member-based NFP and Social
Enterprise operating across ANZ
with the purpose of accelerating
infrastructure sustainability through
collaboration. Established in 2007 by
19 industry organisations, our base
has grown to over 130 members
across industry, government,
academia, and consultancy. Over
the past decade, we have worked to
make infrastructure sustainability a
mainstream concept through the IS
Rating Scheme, a 3rd-party verified
framework that measures
the sustainability performance of
projects and assets.
Through IS, ISCA has provided a
common framework and language for
sustainability requirements which are
now included as standard in project
tenders – something that was not
the case when our organisation was
founded. Infrastructure’s impacts
are complex, and this is reflected

in the tool – the latest iteration of
the tool, ISv2.0, covers 46 different
topics across Governance, Economic,
Environmental, and Social themes
over the lifecycle of the project; it is
also mapped against 15 of the 17 UN
SDGs, and directly addresses SDGs 9
(Industry, Innovation, & Infrastructure)
and 11 (Sustainable Cities).
Our approach is truly collaborative,
involving government, engineering
& construction, suppliers, academia,
and consultants: released in 2018,
ISv2.0 involved 185 people in
development, contributing 1,200
hours of work in kind. Since
launching in 2012, 118 assets have
registered (with 213 individual
project registrations) with IS across
Australia and New Zealand, totalling
an estimated $160bn in capital
spending. IS-registered projects
exist in every state except for NT
in Australia and are present in both
metropolitan and regional areas.

The impact of these
projects cannot be
understated: the 23
projects certified at
completion (As-Built)
cumulatively avoid
the emission of 2.2
million tonnes CO2 and
use of 4.5 GL of water
corresponding to an
impact reduction of 18 %
in energy, 31% in water,
and 29 % in materials.

On top of the environmental
impacts, the IS tool drives projects to
implement better processes, and with
social sustainability and social licence
becoming increasingly prominent,
we are working to quantify how
infrastructure can effect better social
outcomes.
The evolution of the IS scheme
speaks to progress that our industry
partners have made in a short space
of time: ISv1.0 went through two
revisions, while ISv2.0 represents a
bigger step-change, incorporating
new aspects such as economics as a
standalone topic, holistic resources
management, and climate resilience
which is now a major consideration in
the investment space. In partnership
with our members, we seek to raise
the bar continuously, and to drive
sustainability across the lifetime of
the asset, from the birth of a project’s
concept to its decommissioning,
working towards a brighter, more
resilient, and inclusive future.
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Plastic Free
July
Plastic Free Foundation Ltd, WA

According to the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), plastic pollution is one of the
greatest environmental challenges of our times. Since this
material was invented 100 years ago, only 9% has ever
been recycled and now plastic waste has entered our
environment and even our bodies.

Plastic Free July
(www.plasticfreejuly.org) started
from humble beginnings that
saw 40 participants in Western
Australia grow exponentially
to a global movement in 2019,
with an estimated 230 million
people taking the challenge and
choosing to refuse at least one
single-use plastic.

The challenge is run by the
independent not-for-profit
Plastic Free Foundation which has
a vision of a world without plastic
waste and a mission to build a
global movement that dramatically
reduces plastic use and improves
recycling. In short, Plastic Free July
provides practical solutions to the
plastic pollution problem by helping
participants reduce plastic waste.
Developed in Australia but
implemented worldwide the initiative
has become a global call to action
on the plastic pollution issue. Part of
this involves empowering behaviour
change and helping people habitually
“choose to refuse” plastic shopping
bags, straws, takeaway containers,
packaging and coffee cups –
to name a few.
Plastic Free July provides a positive
and practical way to engage
people in the critical, but difficult to
communicate, ‘reduce’ element of
the ‘reduce, reuse, recycle message’.
And on top of that, our research
shows that people find it easier to do
things with others offering ideas and
also support, and so Plastic Free July
provides the opportunity

to engage in change that is ‘bigger
than ourselves’.
The initiative offers ideas and
solutions to reduce single-use
plastics, through open source tools
and resources that support people
to take the challenge in their own
lives and beyond into businesses,
organisations and the wider community.

Furthermore, as a result of the
campaign’s focus to reduce
the amount of plastic waste
and increase recycling, the
Plastic Free July Foundation
contributes to at least three
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals:

During the campaign month of July,
participants share their stories and in
doing so, inspire others and scale
the impact.
Over nine years of lessons learnt,
solid user research, use of behavioural
insights and evaluation the initiative
has resulted in large scale behaviour
change with measured impact.
Increasingly, organisations participate
in the challenge to implement their
UN SDG’s, especially within Eastern
Asia where material consumption of
natural resources is increasing and
waste management infrastructure
is limited.
A fitting tribute to the impact of
the challenge can be found in the
following Twitter post:
“Thank you Plastic Free July for
giving our lives more meaning. For a
month we belonged to a community,
bound by purpose to reduce plastic,
focused on change and telling
powerful stories. We can do better
every month.”
Dr Jenny Gray, CEO Zoos Victoria,
President of the World Association
of Zoos and Aquariums.
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Hepburn Z-NET
Renew in partnership with Hepburn Wind Little
Sketches Hepburn Shire Council, VIC

Renew, a not for profit working in sustainability for
over 35 years co-developed with the community and
dozens of project partners, an Australian first and
best practice model for how to reach this carbon
neutral goal within a framework of social and
environmental justice considerations.

Our mission is to inspire,
enable, and advocate for people
to live sustainably in their
homes and communities.

Renew inspires and engages with over a quarter of
a million people each year in Australia and overseas,
taking practical action on sustainable living.

The purpose of
the project was:
1. To provide an expanded blueprint
for how rural communities could
satisfy 100% of their energy
needs, 100% of the time from
renewable energy sources in a
cost competitive way (price,
quality, reliability, security of
supply, etc)
2. To create a holistic masterplan –
The Community Transition Plan
(CTP) - to achieve this transition
to 100% renewable energy and,
ultimately, zero net emissions.
Our goal is that by 2025 sustainable
living in Australia will:
•
•
•
•

The Hepburn Shire, home of the first Australian zero-net
energy town - Daylesford, due to Hepburn Wind, has a bold
and ambitious plan to be the first zero-net energy shire in
Australia and also to reach zero-net emissions in 10 years.

be a common expectation
for Australian households;
be increasingly affordable
and accessible;
have broad–based political 		
support; and
occur at a scale where it creates
its own momentum.

The project with the Hepburn
community is an extension of that
mission in a very direct, strategic and
place-based way, importantly it would
not have been possible without the
deep engagement and ownership of
project from the Hepburn community.
Hepburn Z-NET is Zero-Net Emission
Transitions, an open-source pathway
and replicable model for a local
community to set targets and a
chieve zero-net emissions.

The Z-NET Community Transition Pilot
was funded by Sustainability Victoria,
Hepburn Shire Council, Hepburn
Wind, Samsø Energy Academy
and Diversicon Environmental
Foundation. The pilot aimed to act
as an incubator for locally appropriate
best practice actions and strategies to
meet a target of zero-net emissions.
Hepburn Shire was selected to
conduct Victoria’s first Z-NET
pilot, because of its track record
in community-owned energy
generation through Hepburn Wind,
strong support from Hepburn Shire
Council, local sustainability groups
and a commitment from community
members and business to pursue
100% renewable energy generation.

3. To ensure the CTP would enable
fair distribution of benefits and
mitigate potential burdens on 		
vulnerable community members.

The project was undertaken from
February through December 2018
and is the most in-depth, placebased, carbon emissions profile ever
created in Australia. It is also the
first local government area CTP
for Zero-Net Energy and ZeroNet Emissions. This CTP was codeveloped with the local community.
It is written for them as well as
stakeholders from important sectors
(all levels of government, technical
experts and industry) to engage
them on the journey.
Importantly, it is open source to assist
other communities to accelerate the
necessary transition we need to take
in this critical decade.
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SolarBuddy
SolarBuddy, QLD

Our unique business model empowers our
community to learn about the 1.4 billion
people living in energy poverty, and make
a practical contribution to help improve
their health, well-being, connectivity and
education opportunities.

1 in 5 people worldwide live in
energy poverty which condemns
billions to ill-health, unfulfilled futures
and repeated cycles of poverty.
Without access to safe and reliable
sources of lighting these families
are reliant on kerosene and other
environmental pollutants which is
expensive, dangerous and unhealthy.
This situation severely impacts
children as toxic fumes from kerosene
can damage their eyesight and lungs.
It prevents them from studying after
dusk inhibiting their ability to develop
the necessary skills to break the
cycle of poverty.
Our business model thrives on
collaboration and is bringing together
a wide network of stakeholders.
We’ve developed an empowering
education and engagement program
for school and corporate partners,
where participants learn about
energy poverty, renewable energy,
and global citizenship. As part of the
program participants assemble a solar
light and write a letter that is gifted
to children living in energy poverty
through our NGO field partners.

SolarBuddy is a global community uniting to create a
sustainable future for all people and our planet. Our goal
is to gift 6 million solar lights to children living in energy
poverty by 2030, which coincides with the UNs deadline
for achieving the SDGs.

Since launching in 2016 we’ve
delivered our program in 550 schools
impacting 150,000 students across 21
countries. We’ve engaged 100 major
corporations with our purpose driven
CSR program impacting 35,000
employees and we’ve attracted action
from major multinationals who have
donated thousands of lights through
our unique partnerships model.
Our lights have also been used by
AusAid in the South Pacific and are a
key item in UNHCRs disaster relief kit.

Students are now studying up to 78%
longer and families are spending
80% less of their limited income on
expensive kerosene for lighting.

We’ve delivered
100,000 solar lights
transforming 500,000
lives across 13
countries through our
NGO field partners.

We are constantly innovating and
creating new models for engagement
to inspire our program participants
and we’re passionate about
creating and delivering high quality
sustainable solutions to help improve
opportunities for people living in
energy poverty.

Women and girls have also reported
an increased sense of safety as they
navigated around their communities
and visited the latrine at night and
families have reported spending
more time together in the evening.
In 2018, we were recognised at the
2018 Workplace Giving Excellent
Awards for our program delivered
in partnership with WWF Australia,
who received bronze for Most Unique
Innovation, and Origin Foundation,
who received gold for their Best
Pro Bono / Workplace Volunteering
Program, in addition to securing
a nomination for the 2018 Ethical
Enterprise Award.

The future is brighter
with SolarBuddy.
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City of Gold Coast
External Environmental
Offset Program – Simplifying
Offset Delivery

The reserve supports a variety of coastal
vegetation communities, including mangrove
forest and shrubland, saltmarsh and marine
flats, coastal sedgelands, swamp oak
and paperbark open forest and
eucalypt coastal woodland.

City of Gold Coast, QLD

Restoration of the
proposed offset
site involved direct
planting of over
96,000 plants across
21.9 hectares.

The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park
and a Ramsar listed wetland.

In 2012, the City of Gold Coast
(the City) partnered with Energex
Queensland to deliver a koala
offset under their State approved
environmental offsets policy. The
offset was required to provide a
substantial patch of koala habitat, for
impacts associated with a range of
minor tree works on the Gold Coast.
The City developed a formalised
contract for the partnership and
commenced an investigation into
suitable restoration sites that would
meet the key objective of improving
connectivity for the koala. The
offset receiving site chosen for this
project was a cleared patch of the
conservation area that was historically
used to run cattle and directly
adjacent to an existing carbon
offset planted the previous year.
The portion of the site used for the
offset had remained predominantly

cleared since being purchased by
the City under its conservation
land acquisition program, with no
existing vegetation found within the
proposed offset site. Once a suitable
offset receiving site was identified,
the City prepared a detailed offset
restoration plan for our partner, which
covered the restoration and ongoing
maintenance of the site.
The restoration plan was prepared
in consultation with Energex
Queensland, to ensure all of their
specifications were covered.
Restoration of the site commenced
in late 2012, and has helped to
consolidate koala habitat within the
Pimpama River Conservation Area,
providing an excellent link for koala
movement across the landscape
as well as reducing long term park
maintenance costs.

Of the 96,000 plants, approximately
56,000 are known koala habitat trees.
While there were some challenges
early on in the project (including
unseasonable weather events),
the resulting works have been
deemed a substantial success.
In 2018, officers from the
City’s Vulnerable Species team
inspected the offset planting,
identifying that the five year old
vegetation had strong evidence
of koala foraging, including the
presence of scats throughout the
21.9 hectares. This successful project
acted as a trial for the development
of the City’s Environmental Offset
External Investment Governance
Policy and associated program of
works. It was developed to deliver
mutually beneficial partnerships
with entities with offset obligations
under Commonwealth or
Queensland legislation.
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Sustainability Advantage:
Catalyst For Engaging NSW
Organisations On The SDGs
Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment, NSW

Over the past 14 years it has supported over 800 medium
and large business, government and not-for-profit
organisations to raise their ambitions, access funding
and implement sustainability projects.
What we’ve done Since 2016 SA has
actively promoted the 2030 Agenda,
building members’ capacity to embed
the SDGs across their organisations
and value chains. Through SDG
masterclasses, workshops and
webinars, dozens of organisations
across NSW have been introduced
to the 2030 Agenda—many for the
first time—with additional material
made available on the SA intranet.

To help members move beyond
Business-As-Usual and embed the
goals, since 2017 customised support
was given to individual organisations
and industry clusters to demystify
and operationalise the SDGs. Key
techniques included hands-on
workshops to unpack the targets,
identify material issues, learn from
best practice and develop SDGaligned strategic objectives.

Through the SA program:
•

Over 300 participants across 250
organisations have benefited
from SA SDG masterclasses by
deepening their knowledge and
awareness of the 2030 Agenda

•

Sector-specific SDG tools
and frameworks have been
developedfor local councils
and aged care providers
to facilitate implementation

•

•

•

Sustainability Advantage (SA) is the NSW Government’s
flagship business program for enabling sustainability
leadership and practice. Unique in Australia, SA works
with individual organisations and industry sectors
to realise tangible sustainability outcomes.

Bespoke SDG workshops have
been delivered to over 20 large
and medium organisations,
including Best & Less, De Bortoli
Wines, Blackmores, David Jones
and Taronga Conservation
Society Australia to guide 		
integration of the SDGs into
their corporate strategies
HealthShare NSW Linen Services
committed to ambitious SDG
aligned 2030 stretch goals—e.g.
100% renewable energy by 2025
56 private sector, government
and not-for-profit representatives
attended the Australian
Cambridge Institute for
Sustainability Leadership (CISL
program, significantly enhancing
the overall calibre of sustainability

leadership in NSW Impact and
legacy. Our members take the
actions that deliver on the 2030
Agenda—the SA program acts
as a facilitator, ratcheting up their
leadership and commitment.
For example:
•

Sydney Opera House With
SA expertise, Australia’s cultural
icon has mapped the goals and 		
integrated them into its strategic
plans—among the first cultural 		
institutions worldwide to do so.

•

Uniting We worked with the 		
largest community service
provider in NSW and the ACT to
publish its first standalone SDG
performance report on goals 10,
11 and 12— an industry first.

•

HealthShare NSW through
the SA program, new
sustainability clauses were
included in the $100 million per
annum, whole-of-government 801
Food Supply and Distribution 		
contract (SDG 12.7), enabling
HealthShare NSW to switch to
100% rPET packaging for the
circa 6 million water bottles
it procures each year (SDG 12.5).

Thanks to HealthShare NSW’s success
the SDGs have been explicitly
included in the NSW Health Strategic
Priorities 2019-2020—a NSW
Government first. Recognised as
‘an exemplar program supporting
businesses to implement the SDGs ,’
the Sustainability Advantage program
is a successful, scalable, governmentled model of multi stakeholder
partnership in action.
We welcome the opportunity to
partner withto drive progress on
the 2030 Agenda.
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ACT Healthy
Waterways
Environment, Planning & Sustainable Development
Directorate, ACT Government in partnership with
GHD Construction Control, ACT
These ponds, wetlands and rain gardens contain pollutant traps, ponds
and 600,000 new plants that are expected to intercept 1900 tons of
sediments, 14 tons of nitrogen and 2.4 tons of phosphorus respectively
per annum from stormwater.

The community helped determine
the location and designs for assets,
which will not only become a focus
for community stewardship programs
but wonderful places for relaxation
and recreation. Community groups
play an important role in promoting
responsible water management
through activities like weed and t
rash removal and monitoring of
waterway condition.

ACT Healthy Waterways is an
innovative project that is improving
water quality in Canberra, and thus
downstream in the Murrumbidgee,
while meeting Sustainability
Development Goals.

Healthy Waterways, a successful
$93.5 million partnership between
the Australian and ACT governments
under the Murray–Darling Basin Priority
Project, has constructed 20 new water
quality infrastructure assets.

A public education campaign—
H2OK Keeping our Waterways
Healthy —successfully promoted
messages about how the public can
help reduce pollution of waterways.
Messages like ‘Only rain down the
stormwater drain’ were spread
through videos, social media, school
competitions, drain art and backof-bus advertising. A subsequent
survey at large public events and
local shopping centres found more
than half the respondents were aware
of the messaging and 40% said they
were already preventing pollution
leaving their house and yard.
The project invested in monitoring
and technology. A new monitoring
program identified which parts of
the urban environment are polluting
waterways. It includes Waterwatch,

a citizen science initiative where
community volunteers monitor
waterways. Managers use new
models to better understand—and
manage—water quality. These can
be calibrated using monitoring data
from a publicly available database,
also developed as part of the project.
The project cultivated cooperation
between government, nongovernment, industry, research
institutions and community groups
to better align how they all tackle
water quality. This led to innovative
solutions that contributed to the
project’s success, in particularly
the appointment of a managing
contractor to guide the delivery of
the complex infrastructure program,
and the establishment of a regional
catchment management group.
The holistic nature of the overall
Healthy Waterways program has
created a foundation for the
ACT to extend the benefits of
Healthy Waterways.
The many government and nongovernment bodies in the region with
a stake in water quality management
are now working more closely to
achieve regional water quality goals.

Healthy Waterways
provided a rare
opportunity for
all involved—
multiple government
departments,
construction
consultants and
the construction
industry itself—
to learn about
how to build green
infrastructure at a
scale that will be
required to solve
the region’s water
quality problems.
As the assets mature, they will
continue to provide lessons about
lifecycle costs and approaches to
maintenance of green infrastructure.
Lessons from this project should be
transferrable to other jurisdictions,
most applicable in south-east
Australia but useful elsewhere.
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The Level Crossing Removal
Project Brings Climate Change
Resilience To Life

As temperatures rise and we face
more and more extreme weather
events, we need to ensure our
infrastructure is adapted to the
adverse effects of climate change –
to protect our current and future
generations from unnecessary harm.
As one of the Southern Hemisphere’s
largest public infrastructure programs
of work, the Level Crossing
Removal Project (LXRP) is acting
on climate change.

Level Crossing Removal Project, VIC

LXRP exists to transform the
way Victorians live, work and
travel by removing 75 dangerous
and congested level crossings in
Melbourne by 2025 – and key to
this project is future proofing
infrastructure to deal with
climate change.

Adapting to climate change needs
to be a multidisciplinary approach.
While LXRP mandated climate
adaptation as a key project planning
requirement, it acknowledged that
many aspects of climate change
represent large complex challenges
to a broad range of stakeholders.
To overcome this, LXRP developed
a consistent best practice approach
to assessing climate risk, the LXRP
Climate Change Risk Assessment
Framework.
This is a holistic framework for
managing the adverse effects of
climate change for infrastructure
projects, stretching from project
business cases through to lessons
learnt capture once each project has
been delivered. The repeated nature
of the work has created buy in and
understanding of climate change
risk management across a range of
disciplines and individuals – over
15 multidisciplinary climate change

risk workshops, involving over 200
people including rail operators,
health safety representatives and
drainage engineers have been
delivered, and over 4000 construction
workers have been indirectly involved
in implementing the framework.
LXRP’s leadership in climate
adaptation translates into real action
to minimise climate impacts on
people. Vegetated swales at Rosanna
Station reduce flood risk to nearby
roads and the detention tank below
Frankston Station can capture up
to a 19 per cent projected rainfall
increase, helping protect people
from significant flooding. Passengers
at Mernda Station can wait for their
train without fear of direct sun or
wind at nearly 60 per cent of the
platform, and Melburnians living near
the Cranbourne or Pakenham rail
lines benefit from over 22 hectares of
new parkland below the rail corridor,
which is helping to mitigate the urban
heat island effect.

Beyond level crossing removals, LXRP
leaves a positive enduring legacy for
not only Melbourne’s infrastructure
but internationally through progress
towards the Sustainable Development
Goals. Demonstrating genuine
leadership in climate adaptation,
LXRP works with other government
bodies and the broader industry to
educate and build capacity through
knowledge-sharing events, training
programs and collaboration with
research bodies.
Acting on climate change is not easy.
LXRP’s approach is an exemplar for
any project to meet the challenges
of climate change – a model that
local government, private industry
or unique projects can easily adopt.
This is a model that, ultimately,
protects current and future
generations from climate change.
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Mary Cairncross
Scenic Reserve BioBlitz 2019

The MCSR BioBlitz was Australia’s first
vertical bioblitz. Unprecedented access to
the stratified rainforest was facilitated by
a team of arborists.

Sunshine Coast Council, QLD

Between 28 March - 31 July,
more than 64 900 people have visited
MCSR’s Rainforest Discovery Centre,
where our biodiversity exhibition has
showcased results from the BioBlitz.

The Mary Cairncross Scenic Reserve BioBlitz was an
interdisciplinary biodiversity conservation research
and community engagement project. Over four days in
March 2019 a diverse team of scientists, artists and
Traditional Owners explored five giant strangler figs
(Ficus watkinsiana) to research and celebrate biodiversity,
from the floor of the forest to the emergent canopy.

We scaled physical heights,
generated conservation data and
facilitated new relationships across
cultural and epistemological divides.
Thirteen scientists surveyed seven
taxonomic groups found living on and
around the trees, including plants,
fungi, insects, mosses, epiphytes and
mammals. The artists who worked
alongside the scientists documented
the research in five visual diaries,
one for each survey tree. The
diaries became and continue to be
a colourful and poetic repository of
technical observation. They captured
the BioBlitz in the language of art,
rendering it accessible to the public
audience. Coinciding with the UN
Year of Indigenous Languages, the
survey trees were bestowed Jinibara
names by the elders. Each name was
prominently displayed and referred to
by all participants. For example tree
four was named Dala, which means
stag-horn in Jinibara language.
Traditional Owners shared their
knowledge and perspectives
throughout the event and
emphasised the inseparability

of cultural and natural heritage across
time. Over 250 people participated
in a dynamic public program.
Each event was an opportunity for
the community to gain an insight
into biodiversity.
Opportunities included:
•

Listen Up - a livestream canopy
microphone available via:
http:// locusonus.org
soundmap/051 (the only
location in Australia on
this international platform)
• A bat detective walk at
dusk, using EchoMeter
Touch technology
• An entomology light-trap night
• Dawn pademelon
population surveys
• Jinibara talking circles
• Forest Feedback an interdisciplinary panel
evening on bio-communication
• ` Botanical printmaking
• Junior Ranger kits
• Questagame citizen science
app challenge
• Nature journaling workshops

From the analysis currently available,
the scientific survey has identified
the following different species:
80 macrofungi , 41 beetles,
14 epiphytes, 14 bat species,
90 ground-level plants, 19 bryophytes
Notably, an Eastern Blossom Bat
not previously listed for the Reserve
was recorded in the survey. One
species of moss and one liverwort not
previously listed for the region were
also identified.
The BioBlitz was supported entirely
by visitor gold coin donations.
Reinvestment of this financial
resource into conservation research
and public engagement programs at
Mary Cairncross sustains a positive
feedback loop.
By identifying knowledge gaps
and undertaking research we can
improve conservation management
of this valuable remnant habitat. By
educating and engaging the public
about the Reserve’s biodiversity
values and embedding these in our
local culture, MCSR will continue
to be a leader in biodiversity
conservation. By deliberately drawing
upon scientific, cultural and creative
disciplines we bring new knowledges
to complex biodiversity issues.
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Tiny
Trowel
Tiny Trowel, VIC

PARTNERSHIPS and PILOTS Crowd Harvest:
Seeds for Christmas was a social media
campaign designed to call upon the
Australian community to send small packets
of food seeds in Christmas cards to the
Asylum Seekers Resource Centre, STREAT,
DIVRS and Food Forest Ashburton.
Thousands of seeds were sent!

Seeds came from all around Australia,
as well as large packets from
Diggers and Yates. Refugees were
overwhelmed with joy at the resource
to plant their own food just like they
did before the bombs fell.
This campaign led to an ongoing
relationship with the ASRC allowing
for influence of their practices to
occur. The ASRC now participate in
every Crowd Harvest with amazing
results. In 2018, the ASRC specifically
requested a Crowd Harvest for
Okra seed. People sent seed from
all over Australia, and an American
Seed company saw the post sending
500 seeds in the post to the ASRC.
The Harvest of Hope food farm
harvested many kilos of Okra for the
refugees there are helping through
this campaign Crowd Harvest: Herbs
for Australia Day was a social media
campaign calling for folks to donate
small herb pots to food banks at the
ASRC, Liberty Church Epping, The
Green Café Hawthorn and the DIVRS.
The community overwhelmed the
refugee centre with herb pots.

A group called 'Food not Bombs'
sent 15 trays, each with 20 pots but not just herbs but strawberries
and peppers as well! The results have
been annual since 2016.
Crowd Harvest: Tomatoes for Easter
was a social media campaign for
DIVRS, ASRC and The Salvation
Army Melbourne. The wider
community was very generous again.
The influence moved beyond the
campaign and folks independently
chose their own NFP to donate. For
instance, CERES sent 16 boxes of
tomatoes to Lentil as Anything. Print
media picked up on this campaign
and the Italian Paper Il Globo carried
a story. Crowd Harvest: Winter Citrus
More NFPs came on board hoping
to receive excess fruit from around
Melbourne. The Salvation Army
Melbourne, Winter Shelter, Now and
Not Yet Café, Rowville Community
Kitchen, Elisha Care, and Helping
Hands Mission all came on board
to join the inaugural venues. Boxes
upon boxes were donated to the all
the relief agencies.

Community members would go to
their aging parents homes, pick the
bounty off the backyard citrus trees
and take to the ASRC. Win/Win/Win
– Folks with too much have someone
ready to attend their trees, vulnerable
people have something to eat, and
the environment is protected by less
food waste going to land fill.
The generosity of Australians,
harnessed through an effective online
media, print media and live radio
interviews has successfully seen the
start of transformational change.
With support, Tiny Trowel approaches
will see self reliance rise, and the
environment protected with more
plants in the ground and redirecting
waste away from land fill.
https://www.facebook.com/
events/374264826519130/
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Everyone Matters:
Our Plan For Inclusive And
Sustainable Prosperity
Australia Post, VIC

For over 200 years, Australia Post has provided
access to essential services that connect
people, businesses and communities across
Australia and to the world.

As one of Australia's largest and
most trusted businesses, Australia
Post recognises that addressing the
Sustainable Development Goals is key
to seeing its customers, communities
and business prosper and become
more inclusive.
That’s why in 2016 Australia Post was
one of the first Australian organisations
to embrace the SDGs.

Outlined in the plan are 10
aspirations for 2030, aligned to the
SDGs the organisation impacts most
directly, as well as 19 bold publicfacing commitments that harness
the core capabilities and assets
of Australia Post’s business
to create new forms of economic,
social and environmental value.
Australia Post’s approach is leading
practice, and puts sustainability front
and centre of the organisation’s
value proposition.

This year, Australia Post launched
a new Group Corporate Responsibility
(CR) Plan, Everyone Matters: our plan
for inclusive and sustainable prosperity.
This new plan formalises the
The SDGs are the backbone of
organisation’s commitment to the
Australia Post’s approach.
Australian community over the next
three financial years. It responds to
evolving business priorities, including
international expansion, reinventing
the Post Office, providing access
to new government and financial

services, and placing customers
and community at the heart of all
business decisions. Importantly,
this plan addresses the sustainability
issues Australia Post impacts most
directly as well as those that are
most important to its key
stakeholders following an
extensive materiality review.
As global scrutiny of businesses and
business leaders increases, Australia
Post is driven to meet the changing
expectations of its stakeholders
and society more broadly. On top
of this, as Australia, and the world,
faces unprecedented economic,
social and environmental challenges,
organisations like Australia Post
have the power to make a positive
difference now, more than ever.
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Closing The Loop
At Coca-Cola Amatil

Coca-Cola Amatil, NSW

Our commitment is that by 2020, 7 out of 10 of our
plastic bottles (still and sparkling) in Australia will
be made from 100% recycled PET. This puts Coca-Cola
Amatil in a world-leading position compared to
other major beverage manufacturers.

Our innovation is positively disrupting
recycled plastic supply chains and
demonstrating leadership in waste,
recycling, and packaging.
Our leadership in packaging
innovation and recycling is
spearheaded by our research and
development ‘Futureworks’ team at
Eastern Creek in Western Sydney.
All Coca-Cola Amatil bottles and
cans are also 100% recyclable, and
the company plays a leading role
in co-ordinating state and territory
container deposit schemes where
these exist around Australia. The
company has also ceased distribution
of plastic straws, and partnered with
Keep Australia Beautiful to target
litter hotspots nationwide. The
expansion of Amatil’s 100 per cent
recycled plastic bottle range supports
The Coca-Cola Company’s aspiration
for a “World without Waste” – an
ambition to help collect and recycle
one bottle or can for each one it
produces worldwide.

Coca-Cola Amatil is the first bottler in Australia to offer
100 per cent recycled PET packaging for carbonated
beverages, and among the first for still beverages.

Managing Director of Australian
Beverages at Coca-Cola Amatil, Mr
Peter West has been at the forefront
of the company’s rPET investment –

This initiative is helping the
achievement of two Sustainable
Development Goals:

“We’ve heard the
community message
loud and clear that unnecessary
packaging is
unacceptable and
we need to do
our part to reduce
it nationwide."

Goal 12: Responsible
Consumption and Production;
Goal 14: Life Below Water.

"That’s why we’ve taken this step
to make recycled plastic the norm
in more than two-thirds of our
Australian beverage product range.
It’s the single largest increase in
recycled plastic use in our history,
and our strongest step forward
in reducing packaging waste and
the environmental impact of our
operations. Our landmark transition
to us 100 per cent recycled plastic in
bottles began with Mount Franklin
Still Pure Australian Spring Water in
2018. Following extensive research
and development, this is now rolling
out across other brands in bottles
600ml and under, across Coca-Cola’s
soft drink, water and juice products.”

Our program for increased
recycled plastic in our packaging
will help a range of SDG
targets including:
•

By 2020 achieve the
environmentally sound
management of wastes
throughout their life cycle;

•

By 2030 substantially reduce
waste generation through
prevention, reduction,
recycling and reuse;

•

Support developingcountries
to strengthen their scientific
and technological capacity
to move towards more
sustainable patterns of
consumption and production

•

By 2025, prevent and 		
significantly reduce marine
pollution of all kinds,
in particular from land
based activities, including
marine debris and
nutrient pollution.
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Digital Owl - Saving Our
Species with Drones and
Artificial Intelligence
Fujitsu Australia Limited in partnership with
Saving our Species - NSW Government, NSW

This solution uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) to analyse highresolution and hyperspectral images photos taken by a drone
to ‘see beneath the canopy’, precisely pinpointing the population
of endangered plant species.

The solution was first used in
Mt Dangar NSW, detecting two
endangered species found nowhere
else on Earth - an acacia as well as
a small native daisy, feared to be
extinct from drought – but found
in the wild. Digital Owl provides
conservation teams with better
quality data than ever before,
obtained faster, at lower cost,
and with fewer carbon emissions;
harnessing the power of technology
to provide a groundbreaking solution
for on-the-ground conservationists to
protect precious biodiversity under
threat from climate change.
The Fujitsu Digital Owl solution
provides an efficient, cost-effective
and accurate way to carry out
surveys of threatened plants and
animals. “The project gives SoS
the knowledge it needs to preserve
these unique species and undertake

key actions like collect seed and
cuttings, weed control, and fence off
plants that might otherwise be eaten
by feral goats” says Tania Pettit,
Partnerships Manager from
Saving our Species.
More than 5000 images were taken
from a drone, a cheaper, faster and
less-emissions intensive solution than
the typical survey helicopter mission.
Fujitsu used its artificial intelligence
capability in Australia, the UK and
Japan to analyse the images, and
after a period of trial and error, the
AI engine analysed the 5000 image
set in a matter of days. The system
produced a 3D render of the region,
with each plant detected tagged
with GPS coordinates. A ranger was
then dispatched in the field to check
the results – and found the plants
where the AI had specified with 80%
levels of accuracy for the endangered

species and over 90% accuracy for
the invasive prickly pear.
The solution was funded by Fujitsu’s
incubator program which enables
innovative staff ideas to develop
into fully invested projects. “This
technology could change the way we
find and monitor threatened species,
saving us both time and money.
The AI technology that Fujitsu
has developed makes analysing
thousands of images far more
efficient,” comments Pettitt.
This technology has the potential
to have multiple applications beyond
locating remote plant species,
as Digital Owl is an effective way
to conduct surveys. The Saving our
Species team are now excited
to survey using Digital Owl to
locate other species.

“We are at the
frontline of an
existential battle
where climate change
is having a radical
impact on native
flora and fauna,”
concludes Grenadier.

‘Digital Owl’ solution was developed by Fujitsu
in collaboration with the NSW Government’s
‘Saving our Species’ program.

“Having new tools
such as Fujitsu Digital
Owl gives us more
than a fighting chance
of protecting key
plants and animals for
future generations."
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John Holland Group
Transforming Lives
John Holland in partnership with Pathways Program
- Jesuit Social Services (JSS) Geothermal Energy University of Melbourne & Rail Projects Victoria (RPV)
Circular Economy - Cross Connections Consulting, VIC

119

John Holland recognises that its
scale and influence can shape longterm sustainability outcomes in
Australia and has made sustainability
fundamental to its business.
The company’s sustainability
framework ensures projects are
delivered to build resilience for
our communities, people and the
environment. The framework was
designed to complement six SDG’s,
and serves as a guide to ensure
the company builds infrastructure
sustainably, and uses its size to shape
better sustainability outcomes in the
Australian construction industry.
Three key initiatives shaped by the
UN SDGs are the Pathway Program
that reduces inequality by supporting
refugees and marginalised people
to enter the infrastructure industry,
delivering projects innovatively and
trialing new technology with the
potential to significantly reduce the
energy use of our cities.

John Holland is up for the challenge of transforming lives
and is currently delivering most of the infrastructure
megaprojects under construction in Australia.
The company’s values of caring, imaginative, future
focused and empowering are designed to inspire its
people to deliver projects that truly make a difference.

The Pathway Program is run on the
company’s Victorian projects and
was designed to respond to the high
demand for engineers during the
infrastructure boom by challenging
traditional hiring practices.

In partnership with Jesuit Social Services, the
company sought applications from qualified
engineers who had been marginalised from
their profession – refugees, new migrants
and retrenched auto industry workers

The first round of the program saw
John Holland hire 23 engineers from
refugee and migrant backgrounds
and had a 50 per cent gender split.
As the second round is launched
this year, 90 per cent of those who
participated in the pilot have ongoing
employment with John Holland.
The company also led lunch and
learn sessions with competitors and
subcontractors as a way to encourage
more companies to consider similar
programs. It has also opted to push
beyond what’s required and expected
to prioritise progressing the industry’s
knowledge in renewable energy
implementation through a partnership
with the University of Melbourne and
the Metro Tunnel Early Works project.
This partnership progresses the
industry’s knowledge on geothermal
energy storage by serving as a test
bed, where the results will be used
to improve the uptake of the
technology globally.

Lessons from this trial are already
being shared with European projects
and the project has upskilled
suppliers, manufacturers and support
technicians to advance the presence
and affordability of geothermal as
a design option.
To drive responsible construction
and production, the project team on
the New Intercity Fleet Maintenance
Facility in NSW has partnered
with local business Plastic Police
to reprocess plastics into new
sustainable products to reintroduce
back into the local supply chain.
The project team has also brokered
connections between Plastic Police
and other manufacturers and joint
venture partners and encouraged
other John Holland projects to
take the initiative up.
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Officeworks

As part of their journey towards zero-waste to
landfill, Officeworks set a target to recycle at
least 85% of all waste generated across stores,
distribution centres and support centres for
the financial year 2018-2019.

Officeworks, VIC

119
Central to achieving the target was to
ensure all team members understood
the importance of reducing the
amount of waste sent to landfill,
and ensure recyclable materials are
recovered through the correct
waste streams. To support this,
a waste and recycling workshop was
developed in partnership with waste
provider, Cleanaway, based on the
principals of the waste hierarchy;
reduce, reuse, recycle. Ahead of
the offsite workshop, general waste
bins from the participating team
members’ stores were delivered
to a Cleanaway’s facility.

On arrival, team members were
advised they were to conduct a waste
audit of their store bin, which involved
segregating recyclable materials from
non-recyclable materials.

Examples included better
education of cleaners and team
members, ensuring that bins are
in appropriate locations, and
combating illegal dumping.

The results demonstrated that
although some stores were already
recycling 80% of their waste, a further
46% of their general waste bin could
have been recycled if it was placed
in the correct bin. Following the
audit, team members then reflected
on the reasons why certain waste
may have ended up in the bin, and
what corrective actions could be
implemented to address it.

The results demonstrated that
participation in the workshop and
understanding the opportunity,
teams were able to drive significant
improvements at their stores, with
the Western Australia region lifting
recycling rates from 64% at June 30,
2018 to 88% for the final quarter of
the 2018-2019 financial year.
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Premiums4Good
QBE Insurance, NSW

119
Since inception in 2014
Premiums4Good has grown to
40 investments worth USD600m
(June 2019). We have an ambition
to grow this to USD1b by 2021.

Premiums4Good is an initiative that sees global insurer
QBE integrate social value with business value by
connecting insurance customer premiums to growing
demand for impact investments - investments which
deliver a market rate financial return and deliver an
additional social and/or environmental benefit.
Under the initiative, a portion of
all QBE premiums are allocated to
impact investments. Select clients
can also ‘opt in’ to direct 25% of
their insurance premiums into
investments delivering these
additional social benefits.

These commitments come at no cost
to the customer, while creating a
globally unique opportunity for them
to connect their beliefs and values
around sustainability with
their insurance spend.

The program invests
in social bonds,
green bonds,
social property
funds, infrastructure,
impact private
equity and social
impact bonds.

All investments in the
Premiums4Good portfolio must
have a measurable and reported
impact. Impact is considered at the
investment level and assessed in
11 impact areas and against the
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
As a global first, the program
offers the possibility of being a
game-changer for the insurance
industry and the broader finance
sector. Through this initiative, we
are stimulating demand for and
development of new investment
products that support beneficial
social and environmental outcomes.
The program sets a powerful
example for industry and peers.
Notably, QBE has taken an
institutional investor approach
which is sustainable and nonconcessionary, providing an example
of impact investment success.

QBE is committed to extending
the reach of the program, working
with our peers and industry, and
supporting the development of
investment opportunities with
suitable financial returns and which
meet impact expectations.
The program provides evidence that
others too can direct a portion of
their funds to impact investments,
transforming capital markets
and contributing to long-term
sustainable change.
If initiatives like Premiums4Good
were to be multiplied across the
USD35 trillion of global insurer assets,
the contribution to investments
that achieve positive social,
environmental and financial returns
would be substantial.
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Bringing The
Global Goals To Life
Through Our Reimagined
Sustainability Strategy

119

We have eight projects underway that will offer
major improvements in the way motorists move
around our cities.
Since 2012, Transurban’s sustainability strategy has
driven tangible and effective improvements to our
social and environmental performance which have
been recognised globally. We have shifted gears
and embraced the SDGs in our new SDG-focused
sustainability strategy which is leading and directing
our ambition to help address the world’s most
pressing social and environmental challenges.

Our Strategy has four themes
(People, Planet, Places and
Partnerships) which align with
our nine material SDGs. Since
FY16, we have produced and
released detailed SDG Progress
Reports showing action and
tangible results for the SDGs.

Transurban, VIC

Examples for three of our material
SDGs - 3, 5 and 9 include:
SDG 3: We established the
Transurban Road Safety Centre. We
are also the only toll road company
globally that monitors customer safety
on our roads and sets ambitious
targets supported by comprehensive
road safety action plans. Our efforts
have been recognised by Monash
University’s Accident Research Centre
who have assessed our roads as up
to 78 per cent (2019 data) safer than
equivalent public roads.

Transurban was established in Melbourne in 1996 and our
vision is to strengthen communities through transport.
We have 17 toll roads in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane,
Australia, as well as in the Greater Washington Area
and Montreal in North America.

SDG 5: We have long-recognised
gender imbalance in the engineering
and technology sectors from which
we draw most of our talent. We
established a Females Excelling in
Engineering and Technology program
five years ago to encourage and
train the next generation of female
infrastructure leaders.
Our recruitment, on-boarding, career
development, parental leave and
flexible work practices support a
diverse workplace – including gender
diversity. As a result, Transurban
has no gender pay gap (compared
to 29% and 24% gaps in the
construction and professional services
sectors respectively) and equal
representation among our senior
leaders (compared to an average
of 31% female representation for
Australia companies).
Our efforts have been acknowledged
in Australia by the Workplace Gender
Equality Agency (Employer of Choice
for gender equality in 2019) and
globally by Equileap (in top 200 firms
globally for gender equality in 2018).

SDG 9: Since 2014 we’ve required
construction partners to achieve
Infrastructure Sustainability (IS)
ratings for Australian major projects.
This policy has helped transform
and build significant capability in the
road sector, ensuring sustainability
is not seen as ‘bolt-on’, but rather
embedded across asset lifecycles
(planning, design, construction and
operation).
Transurban has achieved or is
pursuing IS or Envision (USA) ratings
for more than $13.4B of infrastructure
projects, with seven IS ratings
achieved across QLD, NSW and VIC.
IS ratings are driving significant realworld outcomes. For example, we
estimate 880,000 tonnes of carbon
emissions have been avoided to
date through design changes and
sustainable construction practices.
This is roughly comparable to the
annual emissions from customers
using our roads (~ 1MT CO2e).
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Calix

Calix has developed a patent-protected, platform
technology that we are developing to help solve some
key sustainability challenges as defined by the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Calix, VIC

119

The core technology is an
Australian novel, patented “kiln” that
produces “mineral honeycomb” very highly active minerals.
Calix is using these minerals, which
are safe and environmentally friendly,
to improve waste water treatment,
biogas production and phosphate
removal (SDG 6 and 14), help protect
sewer assets from corrosion (SDG
9), help improve food production
from aquaculture and agriculture
with reduced chemical use (SDG 2,
14 and 15), and develop new battery
materials (SDG 7 and 13).
The same technology, when
processing limestone (the main
component in cement manufacture)
can also capture the process CO2
emissions for no energy penalty (SDG
13). Cement contributes around
7% of man-made CO2 emissions.
Calix works with partners globally to
achieve its goals (SDG 17).
In ten years, the team at Calix
would like to look back on having
sustainably helped solve world
hunger, energy and climate problems.
Ambitious – yes – but we’re already
on a pathway to do this.

And, through our growing global research, development and commercial
network, we are making more people aware of the technology’s inherent
capabilities, and finding more ways to utilise it for an ever expanding
range of challenges including:
• Renewable power – enhanced
biogas: Calix has developed the
means to further improve the
yield of biogas from agriculture
and municipal waste, allowing
communities to go off-grid.
•

•

•

•

Fresh water: Calix is
developing a low cost means
for “de fluoriding” ground water
that is otherwise unhealthy in
many areas of the African and 		
Indiancontinent.
Toxic encapsulation: Mining
generates streams of toxic
materials, mainly heavy metals,
and Calix is developing an
approach to trap the toxins to
beneficiate such waste streams.
Sewerage: Calix has developed
sustainable solutions to prevent
odour, protect existing and new
infrastructure, and improve
treatment performance.
Agriculture: Calix is enhancing the
performance of its current
products so farmers can further
minimise their use of toxic

pesticides to address the need
for safe, cheap, and
environmentally-friendly solutions.
•

Aquaculture: Calix is enhancing
the performance of its solutions,
which maintain high yields and
help prevent disease, while also
combating effluent impacts and
coastal habitat destruction.

•

Health: Calix is developing
solutions that can reduce the
use of antibiotics, and which
may be applied to superbugs,
particularly on wounds
and surgery.

•

Advanced batteries: Calix is
developing materials that have
the fast charge and discharge
capabilities required for the next
generation of electric vehicles.

•

Lime and cement: Calix and its 		
partners are looking to scale up
the technology to meet, or
exceed, the industry’s
sustainability goals.
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ELK Roadmap
To Transparency

As ELK continued to grow both in staff numbers and in
their product range, Marnie and Adam became more
and more aware of the impact that running a business
was having on the environment.
After visiting a supplier in 2014, ELK began to question
the depth of their consciousness. Despite spending time
working with this supplier and challenging them on
things such as waste management, material and
chemical use, the supplier would not and could
not see the need for change.

ELK, VIC
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Five years on from when ELK first
took affirmative action to move away
from a supplier who would not align
with their sustainability goals,
the sustainable fashion movement has
now transformed into a collaborative,
sharing environment.

As a result, ELK moved on and started
to rethink the relationship they had
with all of their suppliers, the entire
supply chain and the way they ran
their business in full consideration of
ethics and the environment.
At this time, the topic of sustainability
was relatively new and the task of
researching solutions was not easy.
Information was thin, conflicting and
almost impossible to navigate.

A pioneer of independent Australian design,
ELK was founded by husband and wife Marnie Goding
and Adam Koniaras in 2004 in Melbourne, Australia.

There were many experts and no
guides on how to make a fashion
business sustainable. ELK undertook
this journey because they believed
it to be their moral obligation. One
they felt was owed to not only their
team but also to those who make
their products, their loyal customers
and to the future their children
will inherit. In so doing ELK hope
to inspire others and to be at the
forefront of the movement to
create real change.

In 2019 ELK released their
first Transparency Report.
A comprehensive document that
details the many positive changes
they have made in their business and
what they are still working on.
It details their achievements and
goals towards becoming a carbon
neutral, zero-waste business,
eliminating single-use plastic,
supporting positive social change
with ongoing donations to charities,
offering sustainable products and
ensuring transparency when mapping
their supply chain and strengthening
ethical sourcing practices.
With no other Australian fashion
company of their size undertaking
a Transparency report with such
a comprehensive analysis of the
business, ELK recognises their journey
is not finite and will continue as an
ever-changing quest for improvement
and reduced impact.

This evolution has
changed the way
society considers the
fashion industry, in
regards to ethics and
sustainability raising
the consciousness of
all consumers.

ELK's journey has highlighted the
importance of not only considering
the life-cycle of their products but
ensuring their business model
generates safe, fair and inclusive work
practices for their staff and makers
around the globe.
ELK see it as their responsibility to
work with integrity, transparency
and honesty and to minimise their
environmental footprint and
promote positive social practices.
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Fun Over Fifty - Our People
And Planet Program

FOF believe preserving, protecting and financially
supporting local communities, charities and
environmental causes is critical to the success
of the business and the future of the destinations
travelled to, and as such they donate a portion
of tour income to regions visited.

Fun Over Fifty, QLD
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FOF are leading by example and
setting new benchmarks for the
industry through a wide range of key
partnerships including Ecotourism
Australia, Greenfleet Australia,
Conservation Volunteers Australia,
Queensland Tourism Industry Council
(QTIC), accommodation providers
and communities. They are also
constantly collaborating with regional
and local tourism bodies for new
experiences and opportunities. FOF
are Climate Action Leaders and
accredited by Ecotourism Australia only 13 tourism operators nationwide
have this accreditation.
40 of their tours have Eco
Certification and 72 have Advanced
Eco Certification, the company
now holding the record for the
most certified tours.

Fun Over Fifty (FOF) is a multi-award winning,
sustainable tour company operating luxury coach, rail,
cruise and air holidays to travellers over 50 years of age,
operating with 14 full-time equivalent staffFOF’s vision is
to be recognised as the most sustainable tour operator
in Australia and to lead a more sustainable industry.

The FOF Our People
and Planet Program is
a framework designed
with the 4P’s forefront
of mind, these being:
People (Community),
Planet (Environment),
Progress (Innovation)
and Profit (Financial).

The program sustains initiatives
such as – Green Guest Policy, Being
seen being green, The Green Bank,
Small change for a change, Green
Getaways, Helping Hand Holidays
and the Green & Gold Army.
The aim of this framework is to
innovate new initiatives, scalable to all
businesses, to set new benchmarks.
By offering guests the Green Guest
Policy, FOF are the first tour operator
in Australia to proactively encourage
guests to opt out of having their
room servicing to be rewarded with a
reduced rate for choosing the option.
FOF are proud to have 33
accommodation providers across
Australia now offering this, with an
increasing number joining annually
and resulting in a lesser impact on
the environment and their guests’
hip pocket. Through the Green Bank
initiative, guests contribute prior to
and whilst on tour, towards a range
of environmental and social causes.

As a collective group, FOF have
raised $104,772 and initiated the
planting of 19,950 trees. The Green
& Gold Army, made up of guests,
staff and suppliers, regularly join in
volunteer green missions. Staff are
granted 2 'green leave' days per year.
FOF are proud to have been featured
in the media, including David
Koch’s blog on the Top 10 Sustainable
Small Businesses in Australia,
the Department of Environment’s
Climate Action Heroes campaign,
and to be influencing by being
invited to keynote at multiple events,
featured in lectures on ecotourism
at Universities, and both QTIC and
Griffith University conducting climate
action studies in which they featured
FOF business practices.
FOF includes 350 environmental
and cultural activities in its touring
programs annually and are proud
to have achieved $29.5M in
revenue from 2017/18 to 2018/19,
with a yield of 25%.
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Living Edge
Living Edge (AUS) Pty Ltd, NSW

119
We created Living On in 2008.
Our passion for sustainable design had started
long before then, but we’d begun to realise that our
commitment to sustainability needed to be bigger than
supplying products that met certain industry standards.

We realised we had a
responsibility to the
planet and its people to
be an environmentally
sustainable company in our
own right, and that doing
so could give our business
an edge and even transform
our industry. You could say
we had a new passion.

In 2018 Living Edge relaunched
Living On. The sustainability program
that has shaped our business and
become a benchmark for our
industry has evolved with the new
era of sustainability. Why? Because
what it means to be sustainable
has changed.For us, sustainability
has always been about choosing
products that will last a lifetime, that
are manufactured using sustainable
materials, and designed to be
recycled and up-cycled.
As well as being about protecting
the environment, sustainability
today is about our home and work
environments, and making them
healthier for the long-term good of
the people who inhabit them.

Living On now includes
a second focus area:
health and wellness.

Our new health
and wellness pillar
focuses on improving
the wellbeing of all
those who interact
with our brand –
our customers and
our people.

As well as introducing new products
for our customers, we’ll be educating
our people on how to support
customers in choosing the products
that will create healthier, happier
homes and places of work.
We’ll also introduce initiatives to
enhance the wellbeing of our people,
reinforcing our passion for living well,
and showcasing the very best ways to
practice what we preach.
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Loving Hearts
Child Care Centre A Sustainability Showcase
Loving Hearts Child Care Centre, VIC

119

The owners set a highly commendable
and self-imposed sustainability vision,
namely, “To demonstrate nation-leading
Childcare Centre sustainable design and
operations for the benefit of the whole
community and future generations”.

Just some of the sustainability
features include:

•

•

•

•

•

•

Loving Hearts is arguably Australia’s most sustainable
childcare centre, with over 42 eco-friendly features, many
never incorporated in a childcare centre before.
Loving Hearts achieved Australia’s first UDIA
EnviroDevelopment rating for a childcare centre,
demonstrating its industry-leading credentials.

Loving Hearts currently uses 30% less water
relative to a comparative centre. It also uses
37% less energy whilst providing better allyear-around internal comfort and higher rates
of fresh air. 96% of its construction waste was
reused or recycled. It also composts 95% of its
organic food scrap waste, via chickens owned
by families or the on-site compost bin.

The centre won the 2019 Queensland
State Master Builders Excellence in
Energy Efficiency and Environmental
Management award. Buildings account
for approximately 40% of global
greenhouse gas emissions so by
improving our worst performing sectors
we can achieve significant benefits for
the environment.

•

The building is orientated to
the north to maximise passive 		
solar design.
Technical daylight modelling and
analysis was used to optimise
the amount of sunliwght coming
into each room.
Cold-water auto-stop taps for
children’s bathroom basins to
reduce hot water use.
The white eco-concrete road
makes the local area cooler
by reducing heat gain and
reflecting heat.
Low Volatile Organic Compound
(VOC) paints were used, including
flooring to reduce toxicity
from the sustainable flooring 		
company Interface.
High efficiency air conditioning
systems with Economy modes
These systems consume about
40% less energy compared to 		
systems in other centres.
Planting of over 500 native trees
and shrubs on site.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

15kW Solar photovoltaic energy
array which produces over
24,000kWh of renewable
energy each year.
100% of wastewater is treated
on-site using an advanced septic
system without chemicals.
An outdoor area has been
made available to sun-dry
clothes and hats
A Smart Meter to monitor
and optimise the centre’s 		
electricity use.
Appliances all have high water 		
and energy Star ratings.
High efficiency air conditioning 		
units using R32 and PeakSmart.
54,000 litre rain water storage
for the 22 toilets
95% of the 500 plants installed
were local native species
to enhance biodiversity.
Green concrete was used 		
replacing the cement
component by 63%.

•
•
•

•

•

Children’s furniture used FSC 		
certified timber.
Its light-coloured reflective roof 		
reduces heat gain.
Children’s outdoor play areas
encourage the use of natural
materials (e.g., “mud kitchens”
and shaded verandahs and
play areas allow for sun safe play
and outdoor/indoor play even in
inclement weather.
Children are taught about
reconciliation through local 		
elders such as Lucas Proudfoot
who provides lessons in history,
culture, and music of Australia’s
First Peoples together with the
native bush tucker garden.
A sustainability professional was
employed in an operational
role, to meter, track and
continually optimise the building’s
performance. This costs more
upfront but delivers savings in
the long-term.

For more see www.ecomplish.com
au/lovinghearts
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Aspire
Aspire, VIC
However, its landfill cost relates to
space it takes up and this has
been estimated to be as much
as $2,500/tonne.
The Solution Casafico is
manufacturers & innovators of blocks,
panels and coating materials that can
be used in the Australian building
sector. As a family owned and
operated company, they have set out
to develop products that minimise
their effect on the environment while
delivering superior quality.
Casaifco utilise waste materials such
as newspaper, polystyrene, carpet
fines and glass in some of their
innovative building products all
that had been sourced for ASPIRE
Beneficial Outcomes Casafico’s
innovative approach to developing
materials by utilising resources that
would otherwise have been sent to
landfill provides a market for these
‘waste’ resources. In the case of
Wrapco, they have an estimated 5
tonnes per year of paper waste that
could be sent to Casafico.

The Challenge The Wrapping
Paper Company Pty Ltd (Wrapco)
is Australia's leading designer
and manufacturer of gift wrap
products and accessories. Through
their manufacturing process, they
occasionally have wrapping paper
waste that they have struggled to
find a solution for as this resource
is not suitable for recycling. This
has resulted in them stockpiling the
waste until they can find a solution.

Many companies have expanded
polystyrene (EPS) waste and Kingston
council is no exception. Kingston’s
polystyrene typically gets picked
up and gets sent to landfill. EPS
is produced from oil, is difficult to
reuse because it is typically moulded
to shape. It is also lightweight and
bulky. One estimate from an NSW
source states EPS as comprising
0.74% of municipal waste by weight.

Through the ASPIRE project we
have made connections between
Casafico, The Wrapping Paper
Company and Kingston Council to
access a continuous stream of waste
paper and polystyrene for use in the
building sector.
The ASPIRE project will enable
Casafico to identify a reliable
stream of resources for use in
their Melbourne factory. Currently,
they recycle newsprint for use in
plasterboard and as a base coat for
a concrete and marble finish.

In 2018 Casafico
recycled

2,400 kg

of newspaper and this
had doubled since
the previous year.
Casafico has trialled the Wrapco
waste and is able to use non glossy
resources in its process. Polystyrene
is collected from local manufacturers,
building sites and now Kingston
Council. Casafico breaks down the
polystyrene they collect into 3mm
particles to be used in Casafico
Tecoblocks and their Polystat Fire
Rated Panel.

Over the previous 4 years, Casafico
estimate they have diverted over
5,700m3 of EPS from landfill.
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eWater Systems
eWater Systems, VIC

Hygiene is a cornerstone of modern society
transforming our lives over the past 100 years.
However our improved health standards have
come at a heavy cost to the environment.
Underpinned by synthetic chemical production
and single use plastic consumables, hygiene is
not as clean as it looks.

eWater Systems reimagines modern
hygiene with disruptive sustainable
technology enabling business
to make safe, natural and highly
effective cleaning and sanitising
solutions, on site and on demand.
It does this by moving production
away from carbon heavy factories
and supply chains to an innovative
technology installed on site like
having your own a ‘mini’ factory.
eWater avoids the environmental
externalities associated with
synthetic chemical production and
consumption including the discarded
waste water contaminated with toxic
chemicals or plastic packaging at
point of use, plus a host of other
benefits including reducing food
waste and business costs.
eWater Sustainable Hygiene
Solutions are produced by applying
an electrical charge to a mixture of
ordinary tap water and salt. Known
as electrolysis, this process splits
the brine mixture into positive and
negative ions, creating two highly
effective and remarkably safe
solutions on opposing ends of the
pH scale: alkaline for highly efficient
cleaning and degreasing and acidic
for powerful antimicrobial sanitising.
eWater leaves behind no waste and
does no harm to the environment
or people. It is an elegant circular
economy solution that designs out
waste & keeps clean water in use.

eWater Systems won the 2017 Victorian
Premiers Recognition Award and
Sustainability Victoria’s Award and an
accredited BCorporation is twice recognised
as “Best for the World – Environment.”

Internationally known for
commercialising electrolysed water
products in commercial settings with
now over 500 installations in Australia
such as the Opera House, Taronga
Zoo, Sydney Convention Centre,
CBA, MCG, Rockpool & Burger
Projects and many other iconic sites,
this sustainable hygiene technology
is transforming how businesses buy,
use and dispose of cleaning and
sanitation products.
Loyal users say it best such as Neil
Perry AM Culinary & Brands Director
of the ROCKPOOL DINING GROUP
“We couldn’t see our business
operating without eWater.”

Electrolysed Water is accepted by
the US FDA and EPA, Japanese
Ministry of Health, NHS UK, WELL
International and HACCP, AQIS,
Australian State Food Authorities
and Organics Australia/USA.

Other benefits include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost savings for up to 95% for 		
chemicals replaced
Replacement of up to 80% of 		
synthetic chemicals per site
Replaced over 83,706,480 		
litres of packaged chemicals 		
to date
Replaced approximately 111 		
million plastic spray bottles
Providing cost saving of over 		
$8m for our customers
Sanitiser proven to extend shelf
life of fresh produce
Biodegradable and grey water 		
recycling safe
Reusable consumables
No negative impact on human 		
health or skin
Fragrance free, colourant free, 		
synthetic chemical free Good 		
for business, good for people 		
and good for the environment.
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How Now Dairy
How Now Dairy, VIC

Cathy and Les challenged
themselves with these questions:

“
Can milk be produced
in a truly ethical
manner, and genuinely
in harmony with nature?
And, importantly, can it
be commercially viable?

”
Australians love dairy, on average
consuming 100L milk, 13kg cheese,
5kg butter, 9kg yoghurt (RSPCA) each
p/year. But this comes at a high price
to the animals. City based music
publisher and animal rights activist
meets 3rd generation dairyman –
an unlikely recipe for a relationship,
let alone a successful business,
but sometimes it’s this sort of chance
meeting that inspires something truly
special. Armed with a simple mission:
“to change the way dairy is done,
one cow at a time”, the pair got busy.
Drawing on Dr Les’ broad industry
expertise, they worked through the
problems and potential solutions to
develop a “cow-centric” dairying
model that simultaneously met the
ethical demands of welfare-conscious
consumers, put the wellbeing of the
cow and calf first, added a spark
of hope to the rapidly decreasing
number of dairy farms, and was
environmentally beneficial.

How Now Dairy developed following a shared passion
to produce dairy products from a farm where cows
and their newborn calves were not separated, and
“bobby calves” (the 450 thousand 5-day-old males sent
to slaughter each year in Australia) did not exist.

We were determined to keep our
cows and calves together during
lactation and built our management
around this. Careful semen selection
ensured only female calves were
born and that these would grow and
develop without horns. Behaviours of
our cows continues to change daily.

we understood this would be a
work in progress requiring constant
refinement. We now know it is both
possible and viable.

Our first cows were fiercely protective
of their calves, likely assuming our
presence was yet again to separate
them from their newborn babies:
trust is hard-earned in the bovine
world regardless of how passionate
you are. The girls relaxed as daily
routines developed around milking
and grazing, babies accompanying
mum from the paddock to the dairy.
Handling, touching, hovering
nearby were all part of the
gradual building of trust.
Organisation within the herd was
quickly established. The herd
developed a calf-creche system
allowing cows to graze in turns,
but always with one or two mums
amongst the calves quietly watching
over them. We began to hear
conversations among the cows:
different calls for the calves when
strangers approach; annoyed calls for
a calf to come home; gentle, loving
lowing when grooming their calves.
We could sense things change as
we had hoped. From the outset,

The consumer’s social
consciousness around
food has raced
beyond provenance
to principle: ethics
are already front and
centre in food choices
among millennials.

How Now Dairy is meeting that need.
Our results, whilst not purely
quantitative speak volumes through
the calm state of the cows and their
babies, their sublime trust in us and
the high standard of the end product.
Consumers all over Australia are
seeking out How Now Milk. How
Now Milk has received several
awards competing against many
major industrial dairy producers Delicious Produce Awards: “Best Milk
in Victoria” 2017, 2018. Australian
Food Awards: Silver Medal 2018,
Gold Medal 2019.
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The Generator Room

When it came to our own new office
requirement, our aim was to highlight
our expertise, skills and services through
a sustainable solution.

Kernel Property, NSW

Proud of our ability to find unusual
spaces for our tenant clients, we
started by touring the Sydney CBD
speaking with building owners
and managers – to find a special
untouched space. We found the
perfect space; reclaiming a previously
unused generator room and
converting it into a flexible office
The design of the space needed
to be invigorating and inspiring to
others and, we wanted to prove you
can reuse unwanted materials and
products effectively and still have
a great looking, functional space.
Afterall, it doesn’t need to be new
to be award winning.

Kernel Property represents tenants across Australia.
We have a very different approach to commercial premises
briefs, project delivery and make good resolution.

Whilst we have yet to measure an
associated energy saving in how
we have designed and use our
office. We know we have created
an environment that embodies the
broadest notion of innovation and
sustainability. More specifically, we
have demonstrated that sustainable
design can be applied to the
repurposing of space that may
otherwise not be considered and
remain unused. We have led many
of our tenant clients along a similar
path. For some relocating and
undertaking a make good, we have
been able to pass on their unwanted
items, furniture, fittings to another
client looking to undertake their new
fitout simply by connecting them.

Not only does this save a significant
amount of money for both parties, it
also drastically reduces the amount of
material waste being put into landfill.
The City of Sydney’s Better Building
Partnership (BBP) has established
that some 400,000m2 of Sydney CBD
offices are ‘re-fitted’ every year.
This equates to approximately 25,000
tonnes of material waste being
generated in the process and circa
20% or this figure is loose furniture (or
5,000 tonnes). That is just Sydney.
If we can drive our national clients to
be cognisant of these waste figures
and aware that being considerate
and creative up-front can all help
to improve this dire situation – in
this, we are leaders. The outcome is
a workplace that we are incredibly
proud of, and it is a true physical
manifestation of our core values and
the way Kernel Property works.

The Generator Room
is an idea generator,
inspiration generator
and topic generator.
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Plastic Police® - A Circular
Economy Solution For Soft
Plastic Waste
Plastic Police, NSW

Most soft plastics end up in landfill
or as litter, where over time they
break up into smaller plastic pieces,
called microplastics, that cause
environmental pollution and can
harm wildlife. Every year in Australia,
300,000 tonnes of soft plastics are
landfilled--which is the weight of 6
Sydney Harbour Bridges! In 2015,
94% of soft plastics from NSW
households ended up in landfill,
with only a small percentage recycled
via supermarket drop-offs. These
problems and lack of viable solutions
and local end-markets for recycling
soft plastics, inspired the creation
of Plastic Police®.
Plastic Police® started in one primary
school with the goal of engaging and
empowering the school community
to collect soft plastics for recycling.
Today, there are 5 councils, 18
organisations, 8,500 employees,
11,500 university and primary school
students recycling soft plastics with
Plastic Police® across 96 locations.

Plastic Police® has
diverted 240 tonnes
of soft plastic from
landfill, which is
the equivalent of 60
million plastic bags.

These soft plastics have been
recycled into a range of products,
including 179 wheel stops for
Westfield Kotara’s carpark, 6 bench
seats for the University of Newcastle
and 3 road projects for Central Coast
Council. Plastic Police®’s mission is to
empower communities to take action,
progress the circular economy and
be part of the solution.

Plastic Police® is a recycling and engagement program
tackling the issue of soft plastics. The program partners
with environmentally conscious organisations to collect
soft plastics and recycle it into new products, such as
asphalt, benches and wheel stops, which are procured by
participants to ‘close the loop’ on what they collect.

The team are passionate about
environmental education, having
educated over 1,400 people in faceto-face engagement sessions in the
last two years.

Plastic Police® currently deliver its
innovative circular economy program
to organisations in the Hunter and
Central Coast NSW. Thanks to
funding support from the NSW EPA
and federal government, combined
with strong demand for a solution
to the growing issue of soft plastic
waste, Plastic Police® has plans to
expand across NSW, interstate and
eventually Australia-wide. Plastic
Police® Founder and Director
Samantha Cross says,
“We have a program that’s changing
behaviours and inspiring people
to take action for the planet. It has
demonstrated that small actions can
have a big impact.”
"We’re educating businesses and
communities about plastic pollution,
and together we’re ensuring
valuable resources aren’t lost to
landfill. Instead, we’re turning it into
useful products that are infinitely
recyclable.” She says.

“
At participating schools,
we’re seeing children having
conversations with their parents
about soft plastics, and those
parents are then implementing
the program at their workplace.
People are taking action and
working together. It’s providing
hope for our future. That’s the
power of the program. That’s
the power of community.
Samantha says

”
Plastic Police® contributes to
several of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals,
including include Responsible
Consumption and Production,
Life Below Water, Industry, Innovation
and Infrastructure, and Partnerships
for the Goals.

Remember, if you
can scrunch it,
you can save it!
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Walk A
Little Lighter

We have launched a sustainability
roadmap that encompasses our ambitions
in the areas of supply chain transparency,
transitioning to preferred fibers, eliminating
hazardous chemicals, combating our
climate footprint, tackling circular fashion,
philanthropic efforts and more.

Spell & The Gypsy, NSW

We believe that fashion can be a force for good and
have made significant progress in transforming
our business to make a positive impact to both the
environment and the community.

Our yearly impact report illustrates
key milestones and is certified
byan independent auditor to
verify each claim.

Some clear
milestones include:
•

100% of tier 1 supply chain 		
signed our code of conduct.
87% of tier 1 suppliers ethically 		
certified. 40% of tier 1 suppliers
are environmentally certified.

•

Recycled fibres represent 9%
if our overall collection and we
have provided 186 days of work
for 22 Artisans.

•

In our bid to challenge the
circular model, we launched 6
up-cycle initiatives which included
utilising waste fabric to develop
new products such as bikinis,
baby blankets and scrunchies.

•

All electricity for domestic
operations was sourced from 		
local, renewable resources.

Our roadmap to becoming 100%
sustainable by 2025 is ambitious,
however we believe we are
making good headway and with a
strong commitment and industry
collaboration, we look forward to
reporting more positive results.
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WISE It’s In Your Hands
WISE, VIC

In Australia, over 60 million single-use cups
are used every year, with the majority either
ending up as landfill in waste dumps, or
polluting rivers, harbours and oceans, proving
to be a significant environmental hazard.
Our belief is that all single-use disposable
plastic cups should be removed from all
major sports and events and replaced with
re-usable cups.

WISE have addressed this serious
issue for the major event organisers
and their public by conducting
research and developing a seamless,
user pays process to replace all single
use plastic cups with a better, more
robust cup which will be washed and
re-used up to 500 times.
At WISE participating venues, patrons
purchase their first drink in a re-usable
cup and pay an additional one-off
$2 fee for use of the cup. When they
purchase a second and subsequent
drinks, the beverage is poured
into a fresh, new cup at no further
charge and there are unlimited free
exchanges. At the end of the event,
the patron has 3 choices:

Founded by internationally recognised industry leaders,
Craig Lovett and Stuart Kull. WISE – It’s in your Hands is a
company with a single purpose being “To eliminate singleuse plastic cups from major sporting and festival events”

•

Return the cup for a $1 refund

•

Choose to donate their cup,
and thus $1 to the Venue/
Event approved charity

•

Take their cup home as a souvenir

All used cups are then taken off site
post event, thoroughly washed, dried
and sanitised at WISE’s unique and IP
protected washing plant before being
hygienically sealed into transport
crates and returned to the venue for
the next event.

Having witnessed a change of
mindset from venue operators
as they come to the realisation
that there is no future in toxic
single-use disposable plastic cups,
and that re-usable cups are
the smart way forward.
WISE is now operational at venues
across the country, our clients have
found that the WISE re-usable cup
solution was clearly more advanced
than any other competitor and it
was a product that consumers are
happy to use. That why we say, by
supplying WISE re-usable cups,
that the environmental solution is
“In Your Hands” a tagline that is
resonating with the hundreds of
thousands of patrons who have
used our cups so far.

WISE is a true win-win-winand-win partnership between
the four major stakeholders
involved.
•

The general public
who gets to actively 		
participate in reducing
their wastefootprint.

•

The venue which
eliminates thousands of
cubic metres of waste from
landfill each year and
reduces post event cleaning
costs by up to 45%.

•

The caterer who no longer
needs to purchase singleuse plastic cups

•

Our environment.
To join the revolution and
reduce your reliance
on single use plastics,
please visit our website
for further information.
itsinyourhands.com.au/
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The Minister’s Award for the Environment is
proudly sponsored by the Department of
the Environment and Energy

The Department of the Environment and Energy
is delighted once again to sponsor the Minister’s
Award for the Environment to celebrate outstanding
contributions by Australians for a clean, healthy
and sustainable environment.
Groups and individuals across the nation are working
tirelessly to tackle such global challenges as waste
management, climate change and protecting our
unique native wildlife and ecosystems. In regional
Australia and in our towns and cities, businesses and
communities are finding new and ingenious solutions
that help to keep our air, water and landscapes
clean and healthy.
The Minister’s Award is an opportunity to support
and celebrate their achievements – particularly
innovative projects with national significance that
will motivate others to take action.
Congratulations to the 2019 finalists for the

Minister’s Award on your commitment to Australia’s
environment and sustainable development.
Your case studies show that by working together
we can achieve a sustainable future.
The Department is part of a whole-of-government
approach to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and its Sustainable Development
Goals. We congratulate the Banksia Foundation
on helping to measure Australia’s progress against
the Goals by integrating them into
these Sustainability Awards.

Sponsor of the Banksia Small Business Award

Australia Post has sponsored the Banksia Foundation
Awards for over 10 years. We’re proud of this longterm partnership, which has seen us co-author
a White Paper on the benefits of sustainability
for small businesses, and launch our special
edition stamp pack on the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) at Banksia Ignite
as part of Vivid Festival in 2018.

For example, we leverage our procurement spend
to create jobs and opportunities for people who
may have struggled to find or sustain work. Our
Social Procurement strategy links to Goal 8: Decent
Work and Economic Growth; Goal 10: Reduced
Inequalities; and Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals.
It promotes local economic development whilst
driving better business outcomes.

As Australia and the world, faces unprecedented
economic, social and environmental challenges,
our power to make a positive difference is more
important than ever. In response, this year, we
released of our new 2020-2022 Group Corporate
Responsibility Plan. ‘Everyone Matters: Our plan
for inclusive and sustainable priority’ outlines seven
areas of focus and 19 clear commitments that
will create new forms of economic, social
and environmental value for our business
and the Australian community.

In 2017 we appointed our first female CEO &
Managing Director. In addition we’re one of the few
large Australian organisations to have achieved and
maintained a zero gender pay gap for some three
years. We’re also supporting victims of domestic
and family violence through our free PO boxes and
mail redirection services. These are just some of
the initiatives we’re delivering to advance Goal 5:
Gender Equality. This goal also informs our ambition
to become Australia’s most inclusive employer.
All supporting our ongoing position as one of
Australia’s most trusted brands.

Our operations have both a domestic and
global impact, so we recognise the interconnected
nature of global sustainability issues and our
operations. Our Plan is underpinned by,
and seeks to advance, the SDGs –
the world’s sustainability agenda for 2030.
In 2016, we were one of the first Australian
companies to embrace the SDGs, negotiated in part
by our shareholder – the Australian Government.
Addressing the SDGs is critical to seeing our
customers, communities and business prosper and
become more inclusive to ensure no one is left
behind. We’ve therefore identified a number of
specific SDGs that intersect with each stage of our
operations and value chain.

Governments, businesses and people everywhere
have an important part in achieving the SDGs, and
we’re excited to play a domestic leadership role in
championing them.
You can read about our new Plan and commitment
to the SDGs at: auspost.com.au/CR
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First things first — at Currie, we see the possible.
We are working towards a better tomorrow —
a kinder, fairer future for all. A future that connects
people with the land, their food, the world around
them, and with one another.
We are not the heroes of this story. The leaders
we work with, such as the Banksia Foundation,
are — the ones who aren’t afraid to start difficult
conversations about complex challenges we need
to solve together.
We simply give them voice in their mission
for sustainable development.
As a proudly certified B Corporation and a
participant in the United Nations Global Compact,
Currie’s goal is to harness the power of business to
make a positive impact on people and planet.

We think a better, fairer and safer world is possible.
We thrive on work that moves us towards it.
We are listeners, guides and storytellers who
see the possible.
For 30 years Currie has provided honest, direct
and insightful advice, worked as part of our clients’
teams, given every task the attention it deserves and
tackled every challenge with imagination and hope.
We continue to do so.
We are the consultancy for people and organisations
that sustain life on our planet.

Destination NSW is the New South Wales
Government’s tourism and major events agency.
Our role is to market Sydney and NSW as one
of the world's premier tourism and major events
destinations, to secure major sporting and cultural
events and to develop and deliver initiatives that will
drive visitor growth throughout the State.
Destination NSW owns, manages and produces
Vivid Sydney, the largest event of Light,
Music and Ideas in the Southern Hemisphere.
Vivid Sydney is where art, technology and commerce
intersect. The program features large-scale light
installations and projections - Vivid Light Walk;
music performances and collaborations Vivid Music including Vivid LIVE at the Sydney
Opera House); and Vivid Ideas – presenting creative
ideas, discussion and debate and incorporating
Vivid School for high school students.
Celebrating its eleventh year in 2019, Vivid Sydney
has been integral in cementing Sydney’s position
as the creative industries capital of the Asia-Pacific
and, instrumental in driving visitation to Sydney and
stimulating the city’s visitor economy. In 2019,
a record 2.4 million people attended the festival
and contributed more than $172 million to the
state’s economy.
As a festival that champions creativity, innovation
and cutting-edge applications of technology, our
vision is to become industry leaders in the delivery
of sustainable events of an international scale.
Destination NSW has committed to minimising its
environmental impact by actively working towards
the delivery of an efficient and sustainable event.

By working closely with all stakeholders,
Destination NSW is responsible for developing and
communicating the annual sustainability program
strategy, driving stakeholder engagement and
defining the scope of Vivid Sydney’s sustainability
reporting objectives. Vivid Sydney also works closely
with all event stakeholders to foster improved
performance, and embed sustainable practice
throughout the event supply chain.
Some of the Vivid Sydney environmental and
sustainability initiatives include - all grid-connected
lighting installations at this year’s Vivid Sydney were
powered by 100 percent GreenPower-accredited
renewable energy. The use of GreenPower
complements a number of Vivid Sydney
sustainability activities, including the purchase of
verified carbon offsets for travel, the use of efficient
LED technologies, extensive promotion of the use
of public transport, waste minimisation initiatives,
electronic ticketing and social inclusion.
We were delighted this year to have again
collaborated with the Banksia Foundation as our
Vivid Sydney Sustainability Partner to measure and
improve Vivid Sydney’s sustainability performance.
Destination NSW’s continued partnership with the
Banksia Foundation is integral to achieving our
Vivid Sydney sustainability goals.

Sandra Chipchase
CEO, Destination NSW &
Executive Producer Vivid Sydney
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Sponsor of the Banksia Indigenous Award

EY is a global leader in Assurance, Tax, Transactions
and Advisory services. We are 250,000 people based
in 728 offices in over 150 countries. We serve some
of the best known public and private companies
around the globe and have helped our clients realise
their potential for over 100 years

At EY there are four things that we believe
set us apart - our:
Purpose - Building a better working world is the
meaning behind the daily activities of our 230,800
people in member firms in more than 160 countries
Global integration – Most professional services
organisations are a loose collection of national
practices. This is outdated in today’s world and
not in keeping with what clients need. At EY we
understand this and over the years, have realigned
our organisation to become the most globalised,
integrated professional services organisation in
mindset, actions and structure. This means we have
a unique structure that enables us to assemble
cross-border teams more quickly and efficiently, who
deliver the same consistent service, using the same
global practices, no matter where you do business
Culture - We know that in a competitive
environment, models and services can be replicated
— but culture is unique. At the heart of Vision 2020
is a culture of high-performance teaming.

This means having the very best people and having
them team across the world better than anyone else
to deliver exceptional client service. To achieve this
we invest in including, developing and engaging
all of our people. This means we attract and retain
the best talent and therefore can offer the highest
quality of insight and service to clients
Commitment to entrepreneurs – Growth and
innovation in the world is increasingly being driven
through entrepreneurship. We are committed
to entrepreneurs and are the clear leader with
entrepreneurial companies and the only ‘Big 4’ with
a consistent, time-tested, global strategy focused
on high growth companies through our Strategic
Growth Markets (SGM) programs (Entrepreneur
of the Year, IPO and Venture Capital, including
private equity). By taking advantage of our unique
relationship with world entrepreneurs, we have
developed propriety methodologies like Exceptional
Enterprise and IPO Readiness which benefit our
wider client base. Our unique methodologies,
together with our breadth and depth of experience,
make us the undisputed advisor to entrepreneurs

EY is currently revising its strategy around
corporate social responsibility, sustainability
and the sustainable development goals. The
Australian offices have strong commitments towards
inclusiveness, indigenous reconciliation and giving
through EY Foundation, which will be built into our
revised strategy.

Our world is ever-changing – and with it, comes
growing pains. A growing population means we’re
using more resources and leaving a bigger footprint
on the environment. Finding new ways to make
better use of our natural resources isn’t easy, but
we’re up to the task. For over 150 years, SUEZ has
led the way in delivering environmental services
for businesses, governments and communities.
Whether its treating and re-using wastewater or
generating renewable energy from waste, our
experts are embracing the power of innovation to
help shape a sustainable environment.

As a key player working for economic, environmental
and social progress, SUEZ established its 20172021 Sustainable Development Roadmap which
strongly aligns with the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals. In many ways, SUEZ has a role
to play in all goals and targets and therefore we
have focused our efforts on areas aligned with our
core activities in resource management and where
we can be a driving force. In particular, we have
pledged to be a driving force in the areas of water
and sanitation, responsible consumption and climate
action whether its doubling the volume of recycled
plastics, increasing the production of secondary
raw materials and renewable energy or helping
our teams and customers to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions.

We are also looking for new ways to keep
waste and micropollutants from the oceans and
improving water quality. Here in Australia, Zeeweed
technology is helping to purify 100 million litres
a day of wastewater that flows out to the oceans
near the Great Barrier Reef but we know there’s more
we can do. We are also forming new community
partnerships to improve education and help protect
life below water. With Taronga Conservation Society
Australia, we’re funding programs to rehabilitate
marine turtles have been injured because of marine
debris in the ocean.
Read more about our contribution at suez.com.au.
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Banksia Sustainability
Awards Honour Roll

The Environment Minister’s Award for a Cleaner
Environment
Allen Riseley, VIC
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley, NSW

Indigenous Award
Caring for Country Award-Torres Strait Regional
Authority (TSRA) Torres Strait Regional Authority
(TSRA), QLD

The Richard Pratt-Banksia CEO Award
Mark Ryan, Tassal, TAS
-

Local Government Sustainability Award
Sustainability at Sunshine Coast: It's who we are,
it's what we do Sunshine Coast Council, QLD
The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award
Ravi Naidu, leadership for a cleaner planet
Cooperative Research Centre for Contamination
Assessment and Remediation of the
Environment, SA

2014

Local Government Sustainability
ACT Solar Auction ACT Environment and
Planning Directorate, ACT
Large Business Sustainability Leadership
The GPT Group, NSW
Innovation in Social Infrastructure >
$100 Million
Making it exemplar- the North West Rail Link
Transport for NSW

-

2018
Minister’s Award for the Environment
Greening Australia, QLD
Banksia Research & Academia Award
Monash Sustainable Development Institute, VIC
Banksia Community Award
The NatureMapr Network in partnership with
Atlas of Life in the Coastel Wilderness, NSW

Banksia Large Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
AccorHotels, NSW
Banksia Leadership in the Circular
Economy Award
Yarra Valley Water – Converting Waste to
Energy, VIC

Banksia Govenrment Award
Lord Howe Island - Board Protecting Paradise,
Lord Howe Island Board, NSW

Banksia Natural Capital Award
Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund by
The Nature Conservancy Australia in partnership
with Murray-Darling Wetlands Working Group
and Kilter Rural, VIC

Banksia Indigenous Award
Revitalising Remote West Arnhem, Warddeken
Land Management LTD, NT

Banksia Small to Medium Business
Sustainability Leadership Award
Austral Fisheries, WA

Banksia Individual Award
Teaspoon of Change, d’Arcy Lunn, SA

Banksia Smart Award
Sundrop Farms, SA

Banksia Large BusinessAward
Restoring Australia, Officeworks in partnership
with Greening Australia, VIC

Banksia Sustainable Cities Award
Fitzroy Gardens Redevelopment by City of
Melbourne

Bank Australia Conservation Reserve Ten Year
Strategy 'Reimagining the Future', Bank Australia
in partnership with Greening Australia and
Trust for Nature, VIC

Banksia Sustainable and Resilient
Communities Award
Reaching 100% with Australia’s First
Commercially Operating Community Mini Grid by
Totally Renewable Yackandandah in partnership
with AusNet Services, VIC

Banksia Media Award
Blue the Film, in partnership with the
Living Blue Guide
Banksia Medium Award
Biopak's Commitment to the Circular Economy,
Biopak, NSW
Glamcorner, NSW
Banksia Not For Profit & NGO Award
Green Star by Green Building Council
of Australia, Green Building Council
of Australia, NSW
Banksia Small Business Award
Crystal Creek Meadow, NSW

-

2016
The Environment Minister’s AwardCommunity Environmental Leadership
Dr Tony Parkers, NSW
The Environment Minister’s Award- Research
& Science
Feral Scan by the Invasive Animals Cooperative
Research Centre, ACT
Banksia International Award
Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Australia

-

2017

Banksia Communication for Change Award
John West Australia: Committed to a Sustainable
Seafood Future, VIC

Minister’s Award for the Environment
Sundrop Farms, SA

Banksia Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Natural Evolution, QLD

Banksia Communication for Change Award
War on Waste by KEO Films Australia in
partnership with Screen Australia, ABCTV and
ScreenNSW, NSW

Banksia Indigenous Leadership for S
ustainability Award
AshOil, WA

Banksia Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Cullen Wines, WA

Banksia Large Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
Kathmandu

Banksia Indigenous Leadership for
Sustainability Award
Winya Indigenous Furniture Pty Ltd, NSW

Banksia Leadership in the Circular
Economy Award
TIC Group, VIC

Banksia Mindful Movement Award
Sendle, NSW
Banksia Natural Capital Award
The Yarra Yarra Biodiversity Corridor by Carbon
Neutral in Partnership with Auscarbon, WA
Banksia Small to Medium Business
Sustainability Leadership Award
The Farmer’s Place, VIC
Banksia Smart Award
Infratech Industries, NSW
Banksia Sustainable Cities Award
The 202020 Vision
Banksia Sustainable and Resilient
Communities Award
The Manymak Energy Efficiency Project
Consortium, NT

Leadership in Citizenship and Communities
Garage Sale Trail Garage Sale Trail Foundation,
NSW
Innovator of the Year		
Better Buildings Partnership Better Buildings
Partnership, NSW
Education for Sustainability
The Liveability Real Estate Framework- Training
and Tools for the Next Generation of Real Estate
LJ Hooker Corporate, NSW
Indigenous Leadership for Sustainability
Indigenous Biocultural Knowledge (IBK) Working
Group ACEAS, NSW
Environment Minister's Award for
a Cleaner Environment
Millicent Mill's Commitment to a Sustainable
Regional Community Kimberly-Clark Australia
and New Zealand, SA

2015

Natural Capital		
Tasmanian Midlands Bush Heritage Australia, VIC
In partnership with Tasmanian Land Conservancy

Education for Sustainability Award
ResourceSmart Schools by Sustainability Victoria,
VIC

The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award
Damien Walsh, Managing Director
bankmecu, VIC

Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Australian Dairy Industry Council, VIC

Sustainable Water Management
The Barwon Water Biosolids Management
Plenary Group, VIC

-

Indigenous Leadership for Sustainability Award
Lirrwi Yolngu Tourism Aboriginal Corporation, NT
Innovator of the Year Award
The Carnegie Wave Energy Project, WA
Large Business Sustainability Leadership Award
Australia Post, VIC
Mindful Movement Award
UNSW Solar Racing Team Sunswift, NSW
Natural Capital Award
Macquarie Island Pest Eradication Project by
Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Services, TAS
Small to Medium Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
Kalleske Wines, SA
Smart Technology Award
Sustainable Flood Management Strategy by City
of Gold Coast, QLD
Sustainability in Design, Build: Buildings,
Landscapes and Infrastructure Award
Barangaroo Reserve by Lendlease, NSW
Sustainability in Design, Build: Products Award
Fieldtech Solutions, VIC
Sustainable Communities Award
Grown and Gathered, VIC
Sustainable Water Management Award
Managing the Swan River during the development
of Elizabeth Quay by Leighton Broad, WA

Product Sustainability – through design,
manufacture and use
Fostering a climate of collaboration to
transform road maintenance problems into
an environmentally, financially and socially
sustainable solution EarthCo Projects Pty Ltd,
VIC
Small to Medium Business Sustainability
Leadership
Psaros-Leading By Doing Psaros, WA
-

2013
Innovation Award
Yun Liu The Australian National University, ACT
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Large Organisations Award Leading in
Essentials for a Better Life -Kimberly-Clark
Australia and New Zealand, NSW
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Small to Medium Businesses Award
Australian Ethical: Australia's Only Ethical
Superannuation And Investment Fund Australian
Ethical, NSW
Built Environment
Harmonious Manmade Landscapes Award-Global
GreenTag Product Certification System Global
GreenTag Pty Ltd, QLD

Energy Efficiency and Carbon
Management Award
Climate Wizard Seeley International, SA
The GPT Group Community Grant
Wadawurrung Dya Baap Ngobeeyt Cultural
Heritage Mapping & Management Project
Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation, VIC
Water - Our Most Precious Resource Award
Restoring the balance - The Hattah Lakes
environmental watering program Mallee
Catchment Management Authority, VIC

Built Environment - Harmonious Manmade
Landscapes
Darling Quarter and Commonwealth Bank Place
- Lend Lease and Commonwealth Bank, NSW
Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems
The I-Tracker Initiative: New tools and Knowledge
for Better Conservation - North Australian
Indigenous Land and Sea Management Alliance
Ltd., NT
The GE Eco Innovation Award for
Individual Excellence
Professor Veena Sahajwalla - The Eco Alchemist The University of New South Wales, NSW
The GPT Group Community Grant
Bookend Trust, TAS
-

2011
Education Award - Raising the Bar
The Vortex Centre - Water Wonders in a Building
That Teaches - Gippsland Water, VIC

Agriculture and Food - From Paddock to Plate
Sustainably AwardFrom Paddock to Plate to Paddock Cecconi's
Cantina, VIC

Indigenous - Caring for Country
West Arnhem Land Fire Abatement Partnership:
a 140% success - Warddeken Land Management
for WALFA Partners, NT

Business and Not-for-Profits In Collaboration Award'Magic Wand' Oiled Penguin Recovery Technology
Phillip Island Nature Parks VIC

Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems
Fox-Free Phillip Island Victoria, Australia - Phillip
Island Nature Parks, VIC

Climate Adaptation Award
City of Melbourne's Urban Landscape Adaptation
Program City of Melbourne, VIC

Water - Our Most Precious Resource
Gippsland Water Factory - A New Way to Care
for Water - Gippsland Water, VIC

Waste Minimisation Award
Dunlop Flooring - Waste minimization Dunlop
Flooring, VIC

Agriculture and Food - From Paddock to Plate
Sustainably Gaia Banana Farming: For Healthy
Soils, Wetlands and Great Barrier Reef - Gaia
Farms, QLD

Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems Award
Gondwana Link: 1000kms of goodwill and good
work Gondwana Link Ltd, WA

Built Environment - Harmonious Manmade
Landscapes Hepburn Community Wind Farm Hepburn Wind, VIC

Education - Raising the Bar Award
Rio Tinto Naturescape Kings Park Botanic
Gardens and Parks Authority, WA

Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Large Organisations Sustainability is Good
for Business - Fujitsu, VIC

The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award Australia's leading change agent
Ravi Naidu, leadership for a cleaner planet
Cooperative Research Centre for Contamination
Assessment and Remediation of the
Environment, SA

Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Small Organisations Greening The Wharf Sydney Theatre Company, NSW

-

2012
Education Award - Raising the Bar
Target 100 - Meat & Livestock Australia, NSW
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Small to Medium Businesses Ecoburbia Ecoburbia, WA
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Large Organisations Here for the Long Haul,
Qantas, NSW
Water - Our Most Precious Resource
Dewfish Demonstration Reach - The Fish are
Back! - Condamine Alliance, QLD
Agriculture and Food - From Paddock to Plate
Sustainably
OzHarvest - OzHarvest Ltd, NSW
Clean Technology - Harnessing Opportunities
SF6 Recycling Plant - ABB Australia Pty Limited,
NSW
Indigenous Award - Caring for Country
I-Tracker Initiative: Best Practice Tools and
Partnerships for Indigenous Land and Sea
Management - North Australian Indigenous Land
and Sea Management Alliance Ltd, NT

Clean Technology - Harnessing Opportunities
BlueGen - Clean Power For Your Home - Ceramic
Fuel Cells Ltd., VIC
Transportation - Mindful Movement
Making Electric Cars Make Sense - Better Place
Australia, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Don’t Palm Us Off - Zoos Victoria
-

2010
Education
Switch Your Thinking! Program -South East
Regional Energy Group, WA
Water
Bringing Back the Fish - Industry and Investment
NSW
Land and Biodiversity
Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth - a
Government / Community Partnership to ensure
a Future for the Lower Murray - Department
of Environment & Natural Resources South
Australia, SA
Indigenous - ‘Caring for Country’
Dhimurru Aboriginal Corporation - Dhimurru
Aboriginal Corporation, NT
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Built Environment
Grocon Pixel Building - Grocon, VIC
Clean Technology
Mini-Hydro Project - Melbourne Water
Corporation, VIC
Large Business Sustainability
Fuji Xerox Australia - Fuji Xerox, Australia
Small and Medium Enterprises
Business Sustainability
A Family Commitment to Sustainability Taylors Wines, NSW
Agriculture and Food
Project Catalyst - The Coca-Cola Foundation,
Reef Catchments, WWF, QLD
Transportation, Warehousing & Logistics
Flexicar - Flexicar, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Kids Teaching Kids - Firestarter Pty Ltd, VIC
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Indigenous
“NAILSMA Dugong and Marine Turtle Project”
- North Australian Indigenous Land and Sea
Management Alliance (Partners - Cooperative
Research Centre for Tropical Savannas
Management, Kimberley Land Council,
Northern Land Council, Carpentaria Land
Council Aboriginal Corporation, Cape York
Balkanu Development Corporation, Torres
Strait Regional Authority)

Climate Award
National Green Power Accreditation Program
- Department of Energy Utilities and
Sustainability, NSW

Leadership in Financial Services and
Sustainability Award
Different Cars, Same Colour - mecu goGreen®
Car Loan, VIC

Environmental Leadership in Protecting
Coastal and Marine Environments
The Marine and Coastal Community Network,
QLD

Eco Innovation
The “ Waterless Wok” Stove, Sydney Water’s
“Every Drop Counts” Business Program
- Department of Energy Utilities and
Sustainability, NSW

Environmental Leadership Education and
Training Award
The Natural Advantage of Nations, Book and
Training Initiatives, SA

Environmental Leadership in Infrastructure
and Service
Douglas Shire Council, SA

Land and Biodiversity
BIGG - Biodiversity in Grain and Graze - Kiriganai Research Pty. Ltd. and University of
Tasmania, TAS (Partners - Meat & Livestock
Australia, Grains R & D Corporation, Australian
Wool Innovations, Land & Water Australia and
the 62 member organisations of the Grain &
Graze Program)

Land and Biodiversity
Back From The Brink: Saving Victoria’s
Threatened Orchids - Department of
Sustainability and Environment, VIC

Local Government
Managing Drought in the City of Parks City of Melbourne, VIC

Water
Carpentaria Ghost Nets Programme Northern Gulf Resource Management Group,
QLD

-

Business Sustainability Award
ETIKO Fair Trade - ESP P/L., VIC

Education
The Green Steps Program - Monash University
Sustainability Institute, VIC

Water
Vision for the Broken River Basin Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority, VIC

2009

Water
A Voice for Water - South East Queensland
Healthy Waterways Partnership, QLD
Land and Biodiversity
ACT Land Keepers - Greening Australia
Capital Region, ACT

Banksia People’s Choice Award
Rouse Hill Town Centre - The GPT Group,
NSW
-

2007

Indigenous - ‘Caring for Country’
Kimberley Toad Busters’ Cane Toad Education
Campaign - Kimberley Toad Busters, WA

Built Environment
National Lifestyle Villages National Lifestyle
Villages, WA

Built Environment
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre,
VIC
Eco Innovation
None awarded in 2009

Climate Award
GridX MiniGrid Tri-Generation System at
Mirvac Vision Estate Glenfield Mirvac in
Partnership with GridX, NSW

Large Business Sustainability
The GPT Group - The GPT Group, NSW
Small and Medium Enterprises Business
Sustainability Ferguson Plarre Bakehouses Ferguson Plarre Bakehouses P/L, VIC

Community
Kimberley Toad Busters Inc, WA
Eco Innovation
PaintbackTM - Dulux, Bunnings, Sustainability
Victoria and Chemsal in Partnership with
Bluescope Steel and Steel Can Recycling
Council, VIC

Agriculture and Food
Giving Vegemite a Sustainable Future KRAFT Foods, VIC

Education
GreenHome - Australian Conservation
Foundation, NSW

Environmental Services
Sustainable Events Platform - Sustainable
Living Foundation, VIC

Indigenous
Carpentaria Ghost Nets Programme Northern Gulf Resource Management Group,
QLD

Banksia People’s Choice Award
Food Connect - Food Connect, QLD
-

2008
Built Environment
Trevor Pearcy House - Australian Ethical
Investment Ltd., ACT
Climate
Addressing Climate Change - Investa Property
Group
Community
Kororoit Creek Waterway Rehabilitation Friends of Lower Kororoit Creek Inc., VIC

Land and Biodiversity
Diversity in a Piped System Project - Birchip
Cropping Group (BCG), VIC
Local Government
“Retrofitting Randwick” - Randwick City
Council, NSW
Sustainability
Westpac: Unlocking Value
Water
Revive Our Wetlands - Conservation
Volunteers Australia and BHP Billiton

Sustainability
Visualising Our Environmental Footprint Australian Arrow Pty Ltd, VIC

Minerals
Sustainable Mining at Tiwest Cooljarloo Tiwest, WA
Community
The Tree Scheme, Community Based
Environmental Initiative - Trees For Life, SA
Education
Village Green’s Sustainable Business
Management Model - Village Green
Environmental Solutions, VIC
Local Government
Currie Sewage Treatment Wetlands - King
Island Council in Partnership with Syrinx
Environmental P/L, TAS
Media
Climate Change: Icons Under Threat - Melissa
Fyfe and Simon O’Dwyer in Partnership with
The Age Newspaper, VIC

Education
Earth Hour Australia - WWF Australia
(Partners - Fairfax Media, Leo Burnett)

Szencorp Takes Sustainable Buildings to the
Next Level at 40 Albert Road - Szencorp, VIC

-

2004
Environmental Leadership in the Community
Saving the Paroo River, NSW
Business Environmental Responsibility and
Leadership
Visy Industries: “We Make It. We Take It”, VIC
Government Leading by Example for a
Sustainable Future
The Great Barrier Reef Representative Areas
Program: An Ecosystem Approach to Protecting
Biodiversity, QLD
Environmental Leadership in the Rural
Community
Riverside Sanctuary, WA
Sustainable Development Leadership in the
Minerals Industry
Wesfarmers Premier Coal, Leading Sustainable
Mining Practices, WA
Environmental Leadership in Protecting Bush,
Land and Waterways Saving the Paroo River,
NSW
Environmental Leadership in Protecting
Coastal and Marine
Markwells Bait Tackles Killer Plastic Bags, QLD

2005

Environmental Leadership in Infrastructure
and Service
Thiess, Karuah Bypass, NSW

Environmental Leadership In the Community
Award
Men of the Trees WA (Inc), WA

Leadership in Sustainable Product Design
Charlie Carp Fertilizer, NSW

-

Business Environmental Responsibility and
Leadership Award
Sustaining Excellence at Toyota Australia, VIC
Government Leading by Example for a
Sustainable Future
Fuelling the Future, Driving Sustainable
Transport Energy in Western Australia, WA
Environmental Leadership in the
Rural Sector Award
Sustainability through Open Inquiry at
Random Valley, WA
Sustainable Development Leadership in
the Minerals Industry Award
Bengalla Mining Company’s Culture of
Sustainability, NSW
Environmental Leadership in Protecting
the Bush, Land and Waterways Award Bush
For Life: Training and Supporting Volunteers
to Care for Bushland, SA
Leadership in Protecting Coastal and Marine
Environments Award
Living On The Edge, VIC

The PimpamaBanksia
River
Conservation
Area is located on
People’s
Choice Award
The Falls Festival
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and
borders
Environmental
Leadership in Infrastructure
and Services Award
Eco Innovation
the
Southern
Moreton
Bay
Marine
Park
and
SLIVER Cells, a Breakthrough in Solar
Dulux Powder Coatings & CSIRO “100% eco2006
Technology, ANU and Origin Energy, ACT
sustainable coatings technology” - Dulux
Powder Coatings, VIC (Partner - CSIRO
Built
Environment listed wetland.
a Ramsar
Division of Materials Science & Engineering)

Environmental Leadership in
Media Communications Award
Marine National Parks and Marine Sanctuaries
Media Communications, VIC

Leadership in Sustainable Buildings Award
The Puzzle of Sustainable Commercial
Development: ‘National@Docklands’, VIC

Leadership in Sustainable Buildings
Darebin City Council, VIC
Leadership in Socially Responsible Investment
Investa Property Group, VIC
Environmental Leadership in Communications
Watch Every Drop, Drought Marketing Campaign,
Gold Coast Water, QLD
-

2003
Environmental Leadership in the Community
Birds Australia Gluepot Reserve, SA
Business Environmental Responsibility
and Leadership
VicSuper Contributing to a Sustainable
Future, VIC
Government Leading by Example for a
Sustainable Future
Solar in Schools, Sustainable Energy Development
Authority, NSW
Environmental Leadership in the Rural Sector
Plumbago Station, SA
Sustainable Development Leadership in the
Minerals Industry
BHP Billiton, Transforming Policy into Sustainable
Outcomes, WA
Environmental Leadership in Protecting Bush,
Land and Waterways
Control of the Yellow Crazy Ant on
Christmas Island - Parks Australia and
Monash University, VIC

Leadership in Sustainable Product Design
The Orbital Combustion Process 2-Stroke
Motorcycle Technology - Orbital Engine
Corporation Limited, WA
Leadership in Sustainable Buildings
60L Green Building, Spowers Victoria, Green
Building Partnership, Lincolne Scott, VIC
Leadership in Socially Responsible Investment
VicSuper: Sustainability Investing for a
Sustainable Future, VIC
Environmental Leadership in Communications
‘Your Home?’ Institute for Sustainable Futures,
University of Technology, Sydney, The Australian
Greenhouse Office, NSW

Buildings
The University Of Newcastle, NSW
Infrastructure and Services
Olympic Coordination Authority, NSW
Manufactured Products
AQ Australia, SA
Socially Responsible Investment
Westpac Investment Management/Monash
University, VIC
Communications
Sustainable Energy Enterprise Developments P/
L: SunRace, VIC
-

2000
Communications
CSIRO Publishing, VIC
Community Groups
WildCare Incorporated, TAS
Corporate Environmental Leadership
Stanwell Corporation Ltd, QLD

-

2002

Education and Training Category
Water Corporation of West Australia, WA

Environmental Leadership in the Community
Central Hopkins Land Protection Association, VIC

Environmental Business Practice
Riverland Oil Seed Processors, VIC

Corporate Responsibility and Leadership
City West Water’s Path to Sustainability, VIC

Flora and Fauna Conservation Category
Olympic Co-ordination Authority, NSW

Government Leading By Example
Landcom Leading by Example, NSW

Innovation Award
Bill Hicks, NSW

Bush, Land and Waterways
Greening Australia, Bidgee Banks, NSW

Land, Bush and Waterways
Goulburn Murray Water, VIC

Coastal and Marine
Phillip Island, Victoria, Protecting Little Penguins
on the Summerland Peninsula, VIC

Local Agenda 21 Achievement Award
Brighton Council, TAS

Buildings
City of Melville, Piney Lakes Environmental
Education Centre, WA
Infrastructure and Services
The Alcoa Portland SPL Treatment Process, VIC
Manufactured Products
Visy Closed Loop and Qantas, VIC
Socially Responsible Investment
Australian Ethical Investment, VIC
Communications
Parks Victoria, Healthy Parks Healthy People, VIC
-

2001
Outstanding Individual Achievement
Ian Lawrence
Community Group Achievement
Useless Loop Community Biosphere Project
Group for ‘The Heirisson Prong Project’, WA
Corporate Responsibility and Leadership
Stanwell Corporation Ltd, QLD
Government/ Non Profit: Leading by Example
Sustainable Energy Development Authority
(SEDA), NSW
Small Business Responsibility and Leadership
Abbotsleigh Citrus Pty Ltd, QLD
Bush, Land and Waterways
National Parks and Wildlife, SA
Coastal and Marine
WWF Australia Dhimurru Land Management
Aboriginal Corporation Conservation Volunteers
Australia NT Department of Primary Industries
and Fisheries, NT

Research and Development
Baleen Filters Pty Ltd, SA
Resource Conservation and Waste
Minimisation
The Australian Grand Prix Corporation, VIC
-

1999
Community
The Superb Parrot Project, VIC
Education/Training
Helen Tyas Tunggal, NSW
Environmental Business Practice
Pacific Power, VIC
Communication
Ian Henschke, ABCTV ‘Landline’
Flora and Fauna Conservation
Victorian Peregrine Project, VIC
Land and Waterways Management
Andrew McLennan, VIC
Innovation
Coca-Cola Amatil (Aust) Pty Ltd, NSW
Resource Conservation and Waste
Minimisation
Couran Cove Resort, South Stradbroke Island,
QLD
Construction Practices
Abigroup Contractors Pty Ltd, NSW
Coastal and Marine Environments
CRC Reef Research Centre, QLD
Research and Development Award
Environmental Solutions International, WA
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Banksia Gold Awards
2018
Lord Howe Island - Board Protecting Paradise,
Lord Howe Island Board, NSW
2017
War on Waste by KEO Films Australia in
partnership with Screen Australia, ABCTV and
ScreenNSW, NSW
2016
John West Australia: Committed to a sustainable
seafood future, VIC
2015
Kalleske Wines, SA
2014
ACT Solar Auction ACT Environment and
Planning Directorate, ACT
2013
Torres Strait Regional Authority (TSRA), QLD
2012
Target 100 - Meat & Livestock Australia, NSW
2011
Gippsland Water Factory – A New Way to Care
for Water – Gippsland Water, VIC
2010
Yellow Crazy Ant Management Project- Dhimurru
Aboriginal Corporation, NT
2009
Ferguson Plarre Bakehouse, VIC
2008
WWF Australia – Earth Hour Australia
2007
WESTPAC: UnlockingValue
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Banksia Sustainability
Awards Judges
The Banksia Judging and Audit Process is heavily underpinned by
the dedicated individuals that give up their time and expertise in order
to review each entry. These individuals have been selected for their
expertise and their commitment to Banksia’s mission of identifying
and celebrating Australian leadership.
The Banksia Foundation would like to thank our judges - over 50 of them basedright around Australia. These judges are independent to the Banksia
Board and Staff. It is of the utmost importance for the Foundation to maintain
the independence of the judging process and this is fundamental to the
integrity of the Banksia Awards. The judges are all specialists in their field
and the judging panels constructed so that each judge is assigned to a
category, which matches their expertise. All potential conflictsof interest
are declared from the outset and these judges do not take part in that
particular entry’s assessment.
Banksia would like to acknowledge our Head of the Judging Audit Panel,
Jo Cain. Her commitment and support along with the Judging Audit Panel
is invaluable and ensures that we maintain a viable, efficient and reputable
judging process.

2006
Visualising our Environmental Footprint Australian Arrow Pty Ltd, VIC
2005
Mecu GoGreen Car Loan, VIC
2004
Visy Industries: “We Make It. We Take It”

Banksia International Award
2016
Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Director, Global
Change Institute and Professor of Marine Science
at The University of Queensland
2015
Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever
2014		
Sean Willmore, Founder of The Thin Green Line
Foundation
2013
Jochen Zeitz

On behalf of the Banksia Foundation we would like to thank
the following individuals who have provided their time and
expertise in judging the 2019 Banksia Awards:

Aaron Organ
Andrew Block
Angela Crossland
Barbara Nebel
Bram Mason
Cameron Jones
Carolyn Ingvarson
Charles Rendigs
Cheryl Taylor
Chris Bourke
Danielle King
David Rako
Dominique Hes
Doris Pallozzi
Elizabeth Hurst
Emily Gerrard
Emma Treadgold
Evelyn Jonkman
Fran Madigan
Gail Dawson
Gillian Doig
Helen Gibson

Iain Smale
Ian Culbard
Izabella Kobylanski
Jeffrey Robinson
Julie Boulton
Mark Thomson
Mark Watson
Meredith Banks
Monica Richter
Nadya Krienke Becker
Nicola Schroder
Nicholas Johnson
Olivia Tyler
Oona Nicholson
Pipilippa Marks
Rebecca Cain
Ross Wyatt
Rowan Foley
Ruby Finlen
Rupert Posner
Scott Losee
Sheree Marris

Shona Cameron
Simon Boughey
Stacey Daniel
Stephanie Camarena
Stephanie Rich
Sue King
Tim Langdon
Tom Davies
Tom Garrish
Trudy King
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IGNITE
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About
Banksia Ignite

Banksia Ignite
Transurban SDG
Challenge

Banksia Ignite is a new national initiative that partners with
businesses working with an innovation lens to improve their
way forward in their business under the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals. The Banksia Foundation
launched Banksia Ignite at Vivid Sydney in June 2018 with the
Hon Julie Bishop using this platform in presenting Australia’s
Voluntary National Report for our national progress towards
achieving our targets for the SDGs.
Banksia Ignite aims to involve a wide range of businesses
across Australia to drive innovation with the SDGs in engaging
consumers to assist business to solve their issues through
innovative and disruptive thinking and action.

What Is The Banksia
Ignite SDG Challenge?
In 2015 the UN Sustainable
Development Goals were introduced
to herald prosperity and protection
for all people and the environment
by 2030. These ‘Global Goals’
were not intended to be a
firecracker, ignited once a year,
but to establish a constant burn.
The Banksia Foundation has adopted
these SDGs as a central point from
which we build on real life programs.
We work with actual actions rather
than preaching what should be done.
This has been modelled from the
success we have had with presenting

our Banksia Award finalists and
winners to new audiences that learn
by example and experience.
To this end Banksia Ignite has
launched the SDG Challenge, which
is a platform for business to act on
the SDGs, by addressing their issues,
scoping out a challenge and then
engaging the public, startups and
other businesses to find a way to
collaborate in finding an innovative
solution. The 17 sustainable
development goals also provide a
unique opportunity for businesses to
address corporate social responsibility
in an engaging way.

Banksia Ignite launched its first Ignite Enabler Challenge in
collaboration with Transurban. The challenge – launched at
Vivid Sydney in June 2018 – called for ideas to increase the use
of carpooling on Transurban’s roads to help make cities and
communities more sustainable.

As an owner and operator of
toll roads in Australia and North
America, Transurban is acutely
aware of the growing impact that
congestion has on the liveability and
productivity of our cities – especially
Melbourne and Sydney.
The Challenge, and Transurban’s
Sustainability Strategy, are both
aligned to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals
including Goal 11, which seeks to
make cities inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable.

Carpooling has the potential to
support Goal 11 by improving road
efficiency, and thereby congestion.
It could also help cut emissions and
the cost of travel for those struggling
with the cost of car ownership.
The challenge was promoted to
over 750,000 students and more
than 80,000 staff, from over
19 different universities through
the Australasian Campuses
Towards Sustainability network.

“The challenge was a great way to connect with
innovative thinkers and consider new solutions to
tackling congestion – which not only supports our
customers, but our commitment to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals”
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The Outcome

Three finalists were selected to
pitch their idea to an industry
panel before OfficePool was
named the winning team at the
2019 Vivid Sydney festival.
Developed by a team of physicists
in Canberra, OfficePool is a concept
that came about through a desire
to make people’s commute to work
cheaper and more productive, all
while helping the environment.
OfficePool was an idea for an app
that allowed colleagues to carpool on
their way to/from the office.

tackling congestion – which not only
supports our customers, but our
commitment to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals”
Since then the winners and runnersup have been invited to participate
in workshops with Transurban’s
Strategy and Customer Experience
teams to help them fine tune
their ideas.
OfficePool (now ClickIn) is now
pursuing opportunities to
develop the technology and run
a pilot in Canberra.

“The challenge was a great way
to connect with innovative thinkers
and consider new solutions to

“We really enjoyed the creative collaboration we
experienced with the Banksia team and were
thrilled with the results of the 2018 Banksia
Ignite SDG Carpooling Challenge. We are
confident that many of the ideas generated
through the Challenge will lead to real-world
results that help cities work better while also
reducing emissions and helping build
greater social cohesion.”

Matthew Brennan,
Head of Sustainability, Strategy, Transurban

Partner with
Banksia Ignite
and work with us to
progress and achieve
our 2030 agenda
Banksia Ignite has put in a considerable effort to form alliances that benefits
our partners and entrants, such as our work with Destination NSW over the
past three years in developing Vivid Sydney’s sustainability platform,
https://www.vividsydney.com/. This association has grown and in 2018 Vivid
Sydney has formed a key platform to showcase and inform the public on
what The Global Goals are and how everyone can get involved in achieving
our targets. Launching Banksia Ignite at Vivid in 2018, provided an additional
creative way of exposing our initiatives to the public whilst educating them on
the importance of the Global Goals.

“We were excited to partner with Transurban for the inaugural
Banksia Ignite Challenge which promises to deliver on SDG 11 –
Sustainable Cities and Communities – helping make cities more
inclusive, resilient and sustainable by significantly increasing
car-pooling on Australian toll-roads.”

Grazyna van Egmond,
Chief Executive Officer, Banksia Foundation

“Partnering with Banksia on the inaugural Banksia Ignite SDG
Challenge provided a terrific opportunity to harness great ideas
on carpooling from some very clever and passionate teams that
were committed to doing their bit to advance the SDGs and SDG
11 in particular – Sustainable Cities and Communities – one of
Transurban’s priority SDGs. Transurban believes the idea put forward
by the Challenge winners, shows much promise. We look forward to
hearing about the success of the pilot(s) they are progressing with
the ACT government and discussing next steps.”

Matthew Brennan,
Head of Sustainability, Strategy, Transurban
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THIS BOOK IS DESIGNED BY

Vania Japri
Vania Japri is a graphic designer that
creates visual concepts to final outcome.
She specializes in: Branding, Photography,
2D motion design, Website / User Interface,
Illustration, Packaging and Editorial layout.

For all enquiries please contact:

Graz van Egmond
CEO, Banksia Foundation

T: +61 419 101 248
E: graz@banksiafdn.com

www.banksiafdn.com

